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AG: Denying regent candidates may be violation
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's decision to reject six
candidates for the Murray State
University board of regents may have
been a violation of state law, the attorney general's office said.
Fletcher turned down two separate
lists of three candidates presented to
him by the bipartisan Postsecondary
Education Nominating Committee last

week. The board is looking to replace
regents Chairman Don Sparks, whose
term ended on June 30.
In a letter to Marc Yussman, chairman of the nominating committee,
Fletcher cited a law that allows a governor to decline from making a selection "where appointments to administrative boards and commissions are
made from lists submitted to him."

But Assistant Attorney General Rob
Jones said Fletcher does not have the
power to reject all of the candidates.
State law requires the committee to
submit a list of three candidates to the
governor, who then chooses one of the
nominees.
"The governor does not have the discretion to send three more names in,"
Jones said. "A specific statue on a spe-

cific board would be controlling over
any general law in any area."
Edwin Orange, executive director of
the office of boards and commissions,
said in a statement last week that
Fletcher didn't think he found a suitable candidate on the list.
"While we are sure the nominees
submitted are find individuals, the
Governor was not familiar with any of

the Democrats on the submitted list,"
Orange wtote. "Furthermore, none of
the nominees have spoken with the
Governor expressing an interest to him
in serving Murray State University."
The initial candiates were Kenneth
"Pete" Galloway and Sharon Green of

•See Page 2A

Crossfield
annexation Murray's'model'citizen
issue wait Skinner
continues enjoying
I Board may learn
more about dispute
fashion
at Aug. 2-3 meeting
career
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Time. constraints and the
legal process mean the wait will
continue for any further decision
about whether Crossfield subdivision can join the city school
district.
The
Kentucky
of
Board
Education may
more
learn
the
about
annexation dispute between
Murray
Independent
and Calloway
County schools
at its Aug. 2-3 meeting, but any
action won't come at lest until
October.
-Once an appeal is received,
then we can present the information to the board at their August
meeting and let that know
about their options, but there
would not be a vote taken,"
of
Department
Kentucky
Education spokeswoman Lisa
Gross said last week.

III See Page 2A

Residents
speak on
Southwest
park plan
BY TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Residents living near a proposed park at the intersection oi
Wiswell and Doran roads are
concerned that the project will
distorts the neighborhood's
tranquility, -.create dangerous
situations for youngsters and
undesirable conditions for
homeowners.
About 15 residents filled the
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce meeting room last
night to air their concerns to
members of the Murray Calloway County Parks and
Recreation Board of Directors.
Gary Haverstock. whose
home borders the approximately 25-acre area on Doran Road.

II See Page 2A

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
oey Skinner traded
his dreams of being a
J rock star for hopes of
modeling on runways in
New York.
He's on his way. But he
does, after all, have to start
somewhere.
Skinner, a 22-year-old
Murray native, started in
Nashville, Tenn., in April.
After some exploring, he
ended up at Wilbelmina
Dan Agency. Then he
up
in
ended
"Cosmopolitan,"
"Seventeen," "Red Book"
and "Glamour."
Those magazines — and
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger &Tirne5
some others — include a After being in a Skeehers advertisement in nearly a dozen popular magazines. 22-year-old Joey Skinner is hoping is modSkechers shoe advertiseeling career will take off. In between auditions in Nashville, Tenn • Skinner is working to save money and dreaming of runment that also promotes
"American Idol" winner ways elsewhere.
-Carrie Underwood's debut
Sims got her start in 1993 after
country music CD.
In August issues of the she left Vanderbilt University
magazines, the ad prompt- in Nashville, where she was
ed some snickers among studying pre-law. She has
Skinner's friends — mostly appeared in three Sports
because he's wearing a Illustrated's swimsuit issues,
fanny pack. (He quickly including this year's version.
"She's a super model,"
says those in charge had
complete control over his Skinner said, with much
make up, wardrobe and emphasis on "super."
Next up for Skinner:
poses.) Manner's initial
modeling gig also spurred Auditioning for a music video
his mother, Debbie, to buy for The Lost Trailers, a
to pairs of Skechers and Georgia quintet that ',toys conmore magazines than she's temporary country music.
Then later this summer
'
ever purchased.
All reactions aside., the Skinner, whose father is
Skechers shoot confirmed Murray Fire Chief Michael
for Skinner that he's work- Skinner, plans to travel to New
in/toward bigger and bet- York — one of the biggest
ter things that interest him. stages for high-fashion modelIn fact, he said the finished ing — to talk with agencies
product left him feeling there.
Skinner's life in Murray is a
ecstatic. : .
"I just walked in blind," bit less glamorous.
A 2002 Calloway County
Skinner said. -There were
KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & limes
all these colors and lights. High School graduate, he
You feel like someone works for a moving company Ledger & Times photographer Michael Dann snaps pictures as Joey Skinner poses. A
and was planning to go school modeling newcomer, Skinner admits the lights and cameras can be nerve-racking, but he
when you walk in there."
Sure, he's a model, but to be a surgical technician figures comfort will come with success.
he's not the most famous before modeling seemed like it
But then he remembers his
in
market
the
"I want to do this modeling That's
model Murray has pro- could be a reality.
high school dreams of playing
Even in a smaller market thing, so that's why I need to Nashville."
duced.
Then he starts talking about guitar for local band Loop
go to New York. I like the
Molly Sims, whose par- like Nashville. Skinner has
lifestyle," he said. "... It's not New York and Miami, Fla.. and
tasted
women,
beautiful
seen
ents still live here, currently
just good looks and high fash- the higher-profile runways.
stars on television's "Las good food and met regular peo"I'm dreaming," he admits
ion. It's everyday people.
Vegas." The 33-year-old ple in the spotlight.

Character Counts
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Announces Registration: Mon., July 31 • 2-6 pm
Classes available in:
• Tap• Ballet • Jazz• Gymnastics • Pointtl
Ages 3+ ate welcome!

f-or further information or to register
Home:270-753-5010
Cejl: 270-293-3590
CORNER OF9TH & FAIRLANE • MURRAY

FAIRNESS
• Play by the rules
• Take turns and share
• Be open-minded; listen to others
• Don't take advantage of others
• Don't blame others carelessly
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•Park ...
From Front
said he and his neighbors are not
in opposition to the construction, however they want some
input into how the facility will
be developed to protect their
homes and privacy.
"We would be in favor of a
passive park and we would like
for you to keep us in the loop on
this. That's all we're asking," he
said.
Some of the concerns voiced
by Haverstock and others who
spoke briefly are noise, too
much lighting at night, traffic
congestion, noise and disruption
created by skateboarding, the
danger to children from traffic,
children using neighboring
yards as a thoroughfare to
access the park, possible vandalism to neighboring homes without fences, and concerns about
water run-off after heavy rains.
Some requested that a fence be
placed bordering the rear area of
the park where it will adjoin private property.
The property owners may
have reason to be concerned.
Later in the meeting the board
agreed to close Chestnut Street
Park at 10 p.m. instead of midnight for a trial period of three
months to try to stop loud music
that is reportedly disturbing
neighbors, as well as littering
and vandalism inside the park.
The action was approved on
a temporary basis in an effort to
determine whether the move
would stop some of the activity.
Board members also plan to
Murray Police
speak to
Department officials to determine what more can be done
about the situation which has
led many ,resident to complain
to the board about the conditions.
Parks board members told
the group that initial construction of the southwest park -depending on approval of a
$75.000 Land and Water
Conservation grant as well as
ongoing negotiations between
the city and the property owner
-- will include only a parking
lint and a playground for children..
Board nietnber Hugh Massey
and others told the group that
the project is now in a flux and
that the board could not answer
all of their questions until
restrictions proposed h) the land

Map provided
Homeowners in the Doran-VViswell road area are concerned
about how the construction of a new park, as outlined in this
map provided by the Murray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation Board of Directors, will affect their southwest
Murray neighborhood.
owner for the donation of the 6291 before issuing a written
land are certain and the grant is agreement that the park will provide a large section of the northapproved.
"Mr.i Anthony fWaller is very east corner of Chestnut Park for
concerned about what putting a the construction of a veterans
park in the neighborhood will memorial.
VFW members have sought
do and he has included many
restrictions to protect it," the board's written guarantee for
Massey said. "But until we get allocation of the land for conI 00 percent confirmation of the struction of a proposed
grant and the land, we can't give $203,000 facility. • However
you an answer other than we are board members are concerned
that the land may lay unused for
on your side."
According to a blueprint of any other purpose should the
by group not be able to raise the
proposed
park
the
Brandstetter Carroll Inc. of cost of construction. There were
Lexington. there are also plans also concerns about how much
for walking trails. landscaping, of the land would be required
a second parking area, a gazebo. and how much time it will take
and piciik shelters as part of a for VFW members to raise the
five-veal Mort. A_ disc golf funding.
Murray resident Robert
coin se and a pond appearing on
the map will not he included, Olson, a retired Tennessee
,iii truing to Interim Parks Valley Authority employee who
attended the meeting, told board
Director Will
Rasinen.
"Se‘ent)-fi‘e thousand dol- members that they may want to
lars is not a kit of money, so confer with National Park
with that we plan to do the play- Service officials about the alloground and about halt of the cation of land to the VFW and
other projects because they may
parking.- kasillell said.
he in violation of federal Land
In other actions, the board
chose to meet Null leaders of & Water Conservation rules that
Veterans of I-oreign Wars Post restrict the use of park property

MI Annexation ...
From Front
Count
Calloway
Superintendent Ste%e Hoskins

own ner
NOTICE
m The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11 30
am Wednesday at the board
room The agenda includes a
Child care center report, health
insurance and long-term disability update. construction
update and Center of Health
and Wellness report
III To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

Nem a letter Nednesda,, to
I ducation Commissioner Gene
W'Mon asking him to bring his
redommendation that Crossfield
tx anneced into VItirra‘'s di.
(Hit to the nest state school
hitaid ineetint.: whim. hi is nest
week
Ilk: letter goes on in outline
KRS Poi 04c, the law relecarit
the MOIL'S.itinnii Not ess
in
( allovk as nnttin.i,ils tips

lieu

Vk MIMI., ruling.
%shit h the distill 5 learned 01
Hoskins
thi, month.
iequested the state school hriard
Whether the
hear the matter
petition
that
Arnie Nalloll
resident Sand
(inISNtield
apes.

ssith

Morgan initiated and the Murray
board approved in December is
%alid is among the concerns the
count) school board and its
attorney Rick Jones have.
During the week between the
two local boards considering the
petition, several residents withdrew their names.
The state law requires
Wilhoit to forward all the information Kentucky Department of
Education officials gathered to
the state school hoard. Hoskins'
letter specifically asks Wilhon
iii include Calloway 's motion to
dismiss attempted petition,
which was filed with KDE in
March
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INCREDIBLE VISION

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge
to come in and try these lens
Or. H.C. Denham
Optometrist

410*.
Stone's
Drugs &
Homecare
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• Gospel Meetin0,,
AT THE

FRIENDSHIP
CHURCH OF CHRIST
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Speaker: John T', Polk
July 27 • 7:30 pm - The American Idol
July 28 • 7:30 pm - The "Gos-pe/ of ludas or Jesus"?
July 29 • 7:30 pm - "De-aiding" the Bible
July 30 • 10:00 am - Thke your Vitamins
July 30 • 7:30 pm - The "Illegal Immigrant' Problem
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Join us for a Potluck Dinner after
Sunday Morning Service

We bill for you ... Medicare,
Major Medical, Workman's Comp.,
Supplemental Insurance.

270-247-3232 or 247-3233
"Dedicated to prompt. friendly
service for over 65 years."

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071
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In June, Calloway officials
took the annexation issue to
Franklin Circuit Court, where
the judge said settling the di.
agreement in court was premature. Jones and co-counsel Ken
Henry of Louisville asked the
court for declaratory judgment
and injunctive relief, hoping
Judge Roger Crittenden would
interpret the state law regarding
annexation, determine when signatures can be withdrawn for
such,a petition, decide how total
property owner should be calculated and prohibit Wi!holt from
moving forward with his decision.

Wetave designed a gas permable bifocal contact lens that really
works You cannot get this quality of vision from any other source
such as Lasik Surgery monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or
glasses

.1•‘,
;

414 S. 9th St. • Mayfield, Ky
1-800-745-0732

Murray Police Department
to outdoor recreational use only. • A stolen vehicle was reported at Murray Towing at 12:32 p.m.
'That park was paid for with
Friday.
Land and Conservation funding • A gas drive-off was reported at Pocket's at 12:31 p.m. Fnday,
and if what you are planning to • A burglary was reported at 1511 Diuguid Drive Apt. 4 at 3:02
do is within that project area, p.m Friday.
and it is not used for outdoor • Trees were down at 4.29 p.m. Fnday on 16th Street between
recreation, you may have to buy
Diuguid Drive and Utterback Road.
other land to replace it,- Olson •A tree limb was in the road at 13th and Olive streets at 6:01 p.m.
said.
Fnday.
Olson also noted that the
• A bicycle was reported stolen from 415 N. Cherry St. at 6.02
same restrictions may apply to
p.m. Friday.
the board's approval to place a
reported in the road at Cambridge II at 7.16
Cingular Wireless cell tower on • A naked male was
Folz, 22, of Miami. Fla., was arrested for
a Milli parcel of land at Central p.m. Friday, Christopher
disorderly conduct and alcohol intoxication
Park and other land use propos- indecent exposure,
because numerous intoxicated
als such as the possible sale of a Extra patrol also was requested
small tract of land near the subjects were in the area.
for fourth-degree assault
park's Bee Creek facility to a • Clint Kear, 23, of Murray, was arrested Family Sports Pub at
after an assault was reported at Nick's
local landowner.
"I'm just saying that before 11:15 p.m. Friday.
Burger at
you do some of these things you • The road collapsed on North Forth Street near Nth
as
need to talk to the park's service 12:24 p.m. Saturday. The city street and water departments
well as the state highway department have been notified.
to be sure you can," Olson said.
• A stolen bicycle was recovered at Main and 15th streets at 2:13
In other action, the board:
• approved a request by p.m. Saturday.
Massey that the new park direc- • An unwanted subject was reported at 900 Coldwater Road Apt.
tor be hired by a vote of the 9. The subject was given a criminal trespassing warning not to
entire board and not just by the return.
chairman and a couple of other •Came Pond, 21, of Bardstown, was arrested for alcohol intoximembers as now stipulated by cation and disorderly conduct after an out-of-control female was
the board's existing rules.
reported at 1300 Poplar St. at 1:45 a.m. Sunday.
"This is an important deci- • A bicycle was reported stolen from 1626 Hamilton St. at 1:50
sion and I just think it needs to p.m. Sunday.
be made by the entire board and • Criminal mischief was reported at Peddlers Mall at 5:24 p.m.
not just by a few of us," he said. Sunday.
The board
later also • A theft was reported at 5:28 p.m. Sunday at the BP station on
approved the placement of U.S. 641 North.
advertising for the hiring of a •Tina Daffy, 27, of Murray, was arrested for second-offense drivnew director and program direc- ing under the influence and failure to signal and Alvin Carman,
tor on various Web sites and 29, of Mayfield, was arrested for altohol intoxication and resistprint publications to draw as ing arrest after a traffic stop at 5:10 am. Sunday on Campbell
much interest to the position as Street.
possible. The advertisement has
• A theft was reported at 3:45 p.m. Monday at Peddlers Mall.
already been placed in the
Someone came-into the station at 10:46 p.m. Monday to report
•
Murray Ledger & Times as well
a stolen wallet.
as the City of Murray Web site.
was reported stolen from 1636 Farmer Ave. at 11:25
— approved the allocation to • A bicycle
p.m.
Monday.
$4,000 to Martin Colson Hale &
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Henderson CPA to perform an
reported at 8:26 am. Saturday that
audit of the board's financial • A caller from Enoch Drive
someone drove through his garden and broke the lights in front
records.
— approve the construction of his house overnight.
Sunday on
of a disc golf facility on the • A single-vehicle crash was reported at 6:16 a.m.
in
grounds at Central Park in'a now Lawson Road. Roger L. Jones, 20, who lives on Ky. 121 South
wooded area adjoining the Murray, was driving a 1996 GMC Sonoma pickup truck northamphitheater. Rasinen said park bound on Lawson Road when he failed to negotiate a right-hand
officials hope it will not only be curve. The truck left the road and struck a tree and a fence.
something local young people Jones was arrested for driving under the influence. EMS trans,can enjoy, but would also make ported the passenger in Jones' truck — Paul L. Driver, 21, of
some money for the department Hazel — to Murray-Calloway County Hospital for head and leg
by the promotion of local and injuries. He was treated and released, a hospital spokeswoman
said.
regional tournaments.
"The rules are similar to golf; •A caller on Ridge Road said at 2:08 p.m. Sunday that someone
instead you play with a broke into his truck Saturday night.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Frisbee," Rasinen said. "It's just
like golf. We'd like to see some • CCFR responded all over the country Friday afternoon and
tournament down the road and evening because of storm-related incidents, such as trees being
host some events and maybe run down, power lines sparking and transformers catching on fire.
a few leagues."
Chief Greg Cherry said nothing was serious, but the stations
responded — sometimes simultaneously — to Hamlin, Kiricsey,
Almo, Pottertown and Lynn Grove locations.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

E

•Regent ...
From Front
Kenneth
and
May field,
Shadowen of Benton. Three
additional candidates — George
Long of Benton, Jerry Shroat of
Et. Mitchell, and Bobby Waller
of Lexington — were named
last Wednesday.
At least four of the six candidates were Democrats. Fletcher
is a Republican.
Jones said the state will wait
to see the outcome of the selection process before deciding to
open an investigation.
It's simply the latest brush
between Fletcher anti Stumbo.
Fletcher is currently facing
three misdemeanor charges
stemming from allegations he
awarded protected state jobs to
political allies.
Acting Murray State president Kern Alexander said he
believes Fletcher's decision
may have political overtones.
Alexander said Fletcher wants
to appoint a candidate who
could aide the school's former
athletic director in a breach of
contract suit against the school.
former
Alexander said
Murray State athletic director
E.W. Dennison is fnends with
Robbie Rudolph, who is
Fletcher's running mate in the
race.
2007
gubernatorial
Rudolph has said he's loaned

Dennison $250,000 for legal
bills and other costs. Alexander
alleges Rudolph wants to have a
say in who Fletcher chooses to
join the board.
"It has much to do with that,
the settlement of that case,"
Alexander said.
Fletcher spokeswoman Jodi
Whitaker did not respond to the
charges, saying only that it is.
the governor's "prerogative" to
approve or reject a candidate.
Galloway, assistant superintendent of Graves County
schools, was one of three candidates submitted by the nominating committee on July 6. He
expressed frustration over the
process.
- "I would like to know what's
going on," he said. "I haven't
heard a thing."
Green said she was surprised
when she wasn't contacted by
the governor's office about her
interest in the position.
"I felt like I did contact them
by submitting my application
and letting them know I was
interested in serving." she said.
"I thought they'd call and ask
me my goals for the university.
ask me why I wanted to serve."
Whitaker said the nominating committee has not set a date
to meet to put together a third
list of candidates.

•Model ...
From Front
Hole: "I had hopes and dreams
of being a rock star."
For now, he's saving money
and planning his trip to The Big

Apple.
"It's just big," he said. "I've
never been there before."
But, then again, he's never
been in the pages of "Cosmobefore either

HOME-AUTO
INSURANCE

Songleader: Carless Cook
, COME HEAR THE GOSPEL PROCLAIMED!

House and Manufactured Home Insurance
Available Anywhere In City or County

o
Located 10 miles east of Murray on Kirk Ridge Rd.4
\
i

753-4703
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Frankfort latest city to ban
smoking in public buildings Ashland care center cited
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — The slaw capital for letting patient tleave
became the latest

Kentucky city to adopt a smoking ban when the city council narrowly approved
a law on Monday that would require all public
buildings to be smoke-free.
Mayor William May Jr. cast the deciding vote
as the measure passed 3-2.
"I've been waiting 12 years for this," May said.
"It's been a long road, and I applaud the efforts.
Members of the cornmunity and visitors to
Frankfort will benefit from this ordinance."
The city council had defeated a similar bill at
their last meeting, when a proposal that would
have limited the ban to health care facilities and
places where children are allowed was beaten 3-2.
Frankfort joins several Kentucky cities —
including Lexington, Louisville and Georgetown
— to enact a smoking ban. In January, Daviess
County banned smoking in all public buildings
open to children. under 18.
Commissioner Lynn Bowers, who voted
against the ban, said she was concerned about the
government's power extending too far.

Couple charged with
exploitation turn selves in

fOR I WRIGHT, Ky. (AP) — A northern
Kentucky couple who police say exploited and
neglected an elderly woman have surrendered to
police.
Gordon Powell, 41, and Brandee Powell, 38,
both of Fort Wright turned themselves in at the
Kenton County Detention Center around 5 a.m. on
Monday, Fort Wright police detective Mike
Knight said.
The Powells are charged with knowing
exploitation of an adult over $300 by a caretaker
and knowing abuse or neglect of an adult by a
caretaker. They were in the Kenton County Jail
Monday on $100,000 bond each.
Police said the Powells confined an 85-yearold woman to a bed in a windowless basement
while spending about $300,000 of the woman's
money on home furnishings.
"They put everything in their name and went
on a buying spree," said Ken Easterling, chief
prosecutor in the Kenton County Attorney's
Office. "Opportunists rolled in and completely
destroyed the life's work of this woman."
The Powells used the money last fall to buy a
house in Fort Wright, police said. They also
bought a 2003 Cadillac Escalade, leather sofas, a
plasma-screen television and a hot tub for the
master bathroom, police said.
The woman, whose name was not given by
police, was in the custody of Adult Protective
Services and was receiving medical treatment.

HARRODSBURG, Ky. (AP) — A central
Kentucky couple has died from accidental carbon
monoxide poisoning after they left their car running in a downstairs garage, authorities said.
Stanley Watts, 74, and his wife, Gladys, 75, of
Harrodsburg were found dead inside their home at
about 7:45 p.m. EDT Sunday, Mercer County
Deputy Coroner Scott Mosley said.
Mosley said the deaths have been ruled an accident and that three dogs in the house also died.
Police said it appeared that the couple left their
car running in the garage when they returned
home from church at about 12:30 p.m. and carbon
monoxide, a poisonous, odorless gas, filled the
house.
A neighbor called police to check on the couple
when they did not walk their dogs.
"I've lived beside them for 37 years, and I
knew something must be wrong," said Nellie
Riley, who lives next door.
Riley described the Wattses as happy and usually very alert.
"It was just a really bad, bad mistake," Riley
said.

KofC to adopt no smoking policy here
Staff Report
Effective August I, a "No
Smoking" policy will be adopted by the Knights of Columbus
in Murray. The ban will apply
to all building rentals and the
Tuesday night bingo games.
"We read with great interest
the story in the Ledger & Times
on July 20 about Captain D's
and other restaurants in Murray
going smoke-free," said Kevin
D'Angelo of the Knights.
D'Angelo said that the organization had already .adopted the
policy at the July 6 meeting and
published it at the hall located at
332 Squire Road.
"In light of recent and ongoing
warnings by the surgeon general, we felt that we should take
this step to protect our customers and volunteers," he said.
"We really care about our customers and have taken this step
on their behalf. Most people

can't smoke at work, in local
eateries, on planes, other public
conveyances and in most public
buildings anymore, and we felt
it is the right thing to do."
The Father Saffer Council of
the Knights of Columbus sponsors weekly bingo and rents the
Squire Road facility for parties,
receptions and business meetings.

"All of our proceeds go to
sponsor various local and
national charities and we strive
to provide an atmosphere that is
positive and favorable for all,"
D'Angelo said.
Anyone with questions or
comments concerning the new
policy is asked to contact
D'Angelo at 293-7061 or Mark
Kennedy at 752-3333.
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Kathie Gentry Lifetime
Achievement Award
Murray/Calloway County United Way

In 2001 the Board of Directors of the Murray-Calloway County United Way initiated
a lifetime achievement award named for Kathie Gentry, long-time director
ot
Needline. Kathie Gentry was the first recipient of this award. The board invites your
nomination for this year's recipient. The winner will be announced at this year'5
United Way Kick-Off Banquet on August 29, 2006.
Guidelines/Criteria:
A. The nomination must honor a
others in our community.

person for a lifetime of humanitarian service to

B. The nominee must be a resident of Calloway County.
C. The nominee must exhibit the characteristics and attributes of Kathie Gentry:

• Selfless
• Caring and compassionate in a quiet, unassuming way.
• Respectful of the humanity and dignity of all people.
• Serving others above and beyond the call of duty.

Nomination:
Please submit your nomination, neatly

information:
11 Your name
2)Your phone number

Fletcher puts prints on judiciary

ASHLAND, Ky.(AP) — An eastern Kentucky
personal care home received a Type A citation
from the Office of the Inspector General after a
patient left the home and threw rocks and other
objects at cars and nearby residences.
Artrip Health Care Inc., received the citation
on Friday after an investigation revealed the facility did not follow admission protocol by evaluating the resident and reviewing her history before
admitting her.
Police said the 25-year-old patient walked out
of the home on May 26 and began throwing rocks
at cars and homes, causing more than $2,000 in
damage.
Maggie Artrip, who runs the facility, said the
home should not be held at fault because the
woman had not checked into the home at the time
of the incident.
"I don't agree with it," Artrip said.
Artrip said the hospital that transferred the
patient to the personal care home did not provide
enough information about the patient's condition.
The patient was transferred to another facility
after the incident. The patient's mother said she is
going to sue Artrip Health Care Inc. for neglect.
At least one of the residents whose car and
home were damaged are considering suing the
facility to recoup their losses.

Central Kentucky couple
poisoned by running car

printed or typed with the following
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By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
With an unusually large number
of judges having retired this
summer, Gov. Ernie Fletcher has
had an opportunity to put his
fingerprints on the state's judiciary, at least temporarily.
In all, 17 judges, including
two Supreme Court justices,
retired before July I, and
Fletcher has been naming
replacements. The exodus was
prompted by a 3.4 percent costof-living pension increase available only to judges who retired
by June 30. The increase boosted pensions by up to $4,000 a
year.
Fletcher, a conservative
Republican, acknowledges that
he wants to leave his mark on
the state's courts. "We want to
make sure that
believjo
we t
ave those
judges that
the fact
that their role is n a legislative
role, but rather an adjudicating
role to interpret the law, not to
write the law," he said.
In his latest appointment on
Monday, Fletcher named John
D. Minton Jr. of Bowling Green,
a former lay leader in the
Kentucky Conference of the
United Methodist Church, to the
Supreme Court. Minton will
replace former Justice William
S. Cooper, who retired last
month. Minton is running unopposed for the Supreme Court

seat in November
"Justice
Minton
brings
unquestionable credentials to
the Supreme Court and will be a
welcome addition to our commonwealth's highest court,"
Fletcher said in a statement.
Naming Minton to the high
court creates a vacancy on the
Court of Appeals that Fletcher
also can fill.
State Rep. Robin Webb, DGrayson, vice chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee,
said being appointed won't necessarily mean the judges will be
able to keep their seats after the
November
election.
"An
appointment could, in light of
our present national and state
situation, be a disadvantage."
A Fletcher appointment has
become a key campaign issue in
the state Supreme Court race in
Louisville. Fletcher named former Court of Appeals Judge
William E. McAnulty Jr. to the
Supreme Court in June after
Justice Martin E. Johnstone
retired, making McAnulty the
State's first black justice. He
also is running for a seat on the
Supreme Court.
McAnulty's
opponent,
Jefferson County Circuit Judge
Ann O'Malley Shake, has made
the appointment an issue, saying
it could cause McAnulty to be
disqualified from serving on
cases that involve Fletcher.
Fletcher is under indictment on

misdemeanor
charges
for
allegedly rewarding poliIicl
supporters with state jobs after
he took office in December
2003.
Some legal issues from the
Fletcher case have already come
before the Supreme Court
Under Kentucky law, Fletchei
has to choose from a list of three
nominees forwarded to him by a
judicial nominating commission
to fill each vacancy. While that
process prevents him from personally
handpicking
his
appointees, he can select the one
who be believes most closely
meets his expectations.
"Every executive has an obligation, whether that be the president or the governor, to influence the judiciary according to
his views, to remake the judiciary in his image, because that is
the mandate he received in his
election," said Kent Ostrander.
executive director of The
Family Foundation, which supports conservative causes.
Fletcher's general counsel,
Jim Deckard, said the governor
takes "very seriously" his job of
making judicial appointments.
"Gov. Fletcher believes strongly
in the separation of powers
between and among the three
branches of government, and
that the role ofjudges is to interpret the law evenly, fairly, and
without regard to personal feelings ... ," Deckard said.

Kellogg VP visits Murray State University

Special to the Ledger
While he was on campus, for the organization, which
was
W.K. Kellogg Foundation Long noticed that American then
matched by the Kellogg
Vice President Dr. Robert F. Humanics/Youth and Nonprofit Foundatio
n.
Long takes his new position as Leadership Students were doing
Though small by their standistinguished faculty -fellow at some interesting activities to dards.
the $2,905 donated by
Murray State University seri- generate funds for the Big Kellogg
pushed the campaign
ously.
Brothers/Big Sisters program. over the $25,000 mark and made
Long was on campus in April He was so impressed with their it the most
successful BB/BS
to present a Kellogg grant for creativity and determination that campaign
in history, said Dr.
$192,000 to establish the he suggested he might be will- Roger
Weis, director of MSU's
Murray State University Center ing to match the funds gathered. American Humanics
for Service Learning and Civic Students raised a total of $2,905
Engagement. Long and the
Kellogg Foundation have long
been supporters of Murray
State's academic and service
Offering 4111% Commission Rate When Selling Your Home!
learning initiatives.
The $192,000 grant was the
Put Cherry
sixth Murray State has received
2005 lop tang Agent
from the foundation. For his
3 Mon Dolor PrWieer lama Word
support and encouragement over
293-0318 2005 Tee SAN Agent
the years, Long was awarded the
Milton Dolor Proems
honor
of
becoming
a
293-0699
Distinguished Faculty Fellow,
one of the highest honors the
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university can bestow.
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3) Nominee's name
4) Nominee's phone number
5) Basis of Nomination
6) Please be specific as possible

buy two,

7) Please provide basis of nomination in narrative form in 500 words or less

Please send nomination to the following:

get one

Kathie Gentry Award Committee
Murray-Calloway County United Way
607 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071
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FORUM
OUR READERS WRITE
Dear Sirs:
Since George Mason University's Cinderella men's basketball team made it to the Final Four in the NCCA
National Championship recently, surely this would be the
time to talk about the name sake of the university,
George Mason, one of the unsung heroes 'of the founding
fathers and mothers of our republic.
Author Robert A. Rutland states, "Mason knew the
strengths and weaknesses of all the ancient republics as
well as he knew the strengths and Weaknesses" of his
own laborers as part of the landed aristocracy of Virginia.
Further Mason had worked his way so thoroughly through
English constitutional history that every significant precedent was recorded in his mind as a guidepost for future
reference.
Mason had come to believe in the 1770s that the time
had come for the colonists to "push the British tradition
beyond its previous limits and bring it closer to the ideal
already emerging, precedent by precedent, ... from the
recesses in which it had been written in human nature"
so says distinguished scholar Michael Novau. Mason
believed he saw this in nature everywhere. "The true
shape
of the law is an ideal form, an ought, which dwells
inside the seed, shoots forth inside the tender plant ...,
and blooms in the maturing and carefully pruned and
nurtured bush, which the, skilled gardener slowly brings to
its highest form of perfection ..."
Now, obviously no metaphor can be pushed to its complete limits but we get the point that Mason is making.
For every human being has been endowed by its creator
with an inalienable capacity for reflecting and choosing.
Each human has an internal self determining principle.
This unique capacity of human nature evokes awe. wonder and respect." It can therefore be spoken of as
sacred.. This philosophical view runs through his draft of
the Virginia Declaration of Rights, which Jefferson had at
his fingertips when he was preparing the Declaration of
Independence. Mason's Declaration of Rights reads in
part, "All men are by nature free and have certain basic
rights that cannot he tampered with, including lite, ... liberty, ... property, and pursuing happiness in safety."
Protecting these is the vital ENDS of government.
"The first of all rights is the liberty of conscience, which
a man experiences in the presence of the Almighty." And
here Mason achieves his deepest originality. The American
experience sees an inviolable and inalienable area of decision making in the individual soul before God. This leads
beyond the virtue of tolerance to a more profound virtue.
respect for the conscience of others. As God respects
every individual's conscience. so we ought!
Mason's Declaration of Rights anticipates the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution, both
framed largely by fellow Virginians, Jefferson and Mason.
George Mason is one of the founding fathers that is
often forgotten but who deserves credit for his originality.
forcefulness, and leadership and begs to be studied in ,stir
day
Sink erely
I.)as id Roo.
Wells Boulevard
Murray

Letters to the Editor Policy
Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.,
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
sdltordhourrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have address
mad phone nwnber. E-mailed letters must have address and
phone number.
V Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and must
be typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Tunes reserves the right to edit or
tided any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling, grammar, 04 good taste and frequent contributors to the
Fere. page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
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'Your old men shall dream dreams, and
your young men shall see visions'
cancer, the
couple
retired to
their dream
house in
Wellfleet.
After her
death,
McIver's
consciousness is
Main Street flooded
By Constance with memAlexander
ories and
Local
longing.
Columnist
Instead of
preparing
for winter
in a house ill-suited to the
extremes of the season,
McIver fhtds he has little
energy to take care of himself. As winter sets in, he
realizes his vulnerability.
"Everything inside and
everything outside frozen in
its aches and pains to a
tight immobility," he
remarks. "One bold move
and something would snap."
The inevitable occurs. One
day when McIver ventures
out to drag in some firewood, he is almost safe back
inside when the frozen porch
of the house collapses under
him. Relieved when he discovers he has broken no,
bones, he acknowledges that
his spirit is broken. "I must
retrench," he thinks.
If he does not take
charge, he will die cold and
alone in the house. In the
spring, the local newspapers

Every once in awhile, a
book really reels me in. I
know I'm hooked when I
begin to read in slow
motion. Savoring a paragrsph
at a time, I find excuses in
between to have a 'cup of
tea, take a walk, peel carrots
for dinner.
Peter Pouncey's "Rules for
Old Men Waiting" is a novel
that recently caught me
hook, line and sinker. First,
it was set on Cape Cod, the
site of many unforgettable
summer vacations. Second, it
incorporated perspectives on
World War I, II and Vietnam. Last but not least, the
book is Pouncey's first
novel, a grand debut for a
67-year-old.
The epigraph that sparks
the tale is from Joel 2:28:
"And it shall come to pass
afterward, that I shall pour
out my spirit upon all
flesh... Your old men shall
dream dreams, and your
young men shall see
visions."
The old man and the
young are one and the same
in this story. Robert McIver
is described in the opening
paragraph as well matched to
his histonc house on the
('ape that Is "older than the
Republic." A recent widower
at O. the old Scot is adrift
in memories of his wife and
marriage, times well spent
for more than 30 years.
When his wife Margaret
was diagnosed with terminal

will blare with the ignominious headline, "HIS1'OR1AN'S BODY FOUND BY
SUMMER PEOPLE."
Over the next few days,
McIver's Rules for Winter
Watch/Rules for the Inside
Game evolve. He settles
upon seven basics that
include keeping clean, getting
enough rest, making his bed
daily, eating, playing music
and reading instead of
watching too much TV. He
vows to keep himself warm
by systematically burning
unimportant household furniture and books, rather than
risking any more trips to the
woodpile outside in the
treacherous snow and cold of
the winter Cape.
It is McIver's seventh rule
that lures the reader in.
Determined to work every
morning, he begins to write
a story that will bring order
and hope back into his life.
He creates characters and a
plot by reflecting on his
own childhood during World
War I. He remembers when
his father went off to fly
planes in the fledgling
British Air Corps, and how
he answered his son's worries about his safety in the
midst of war.
"No Robert, I'm very
lucky," his father assured the
young McIver. "I get to fly
in the good clean air, while
all the poor soldiers have to
slog it out in horrible mud."
Years later, when the Viet-

narn war is raging, McIver's
college age son quits Yale to
serve in the military as a
medic with the same certitude.
"Rules for Old Men Waiting" is a novel within a
novel, effortlessly weaving
McIver's boyhood remembrances in with recollections
of his personal life, and the
story he is writing to keep
himself alive. The reader is
gently confronted with ageold questions about war,
fidelity, family, character and
courage.
According to information
at the end of the book, it
took Mr. Pouncey 25 years
to get the novel together.
Well worth the wait, in my
mind.
At 67, an age most associated with retirement, he is
poised to write three more
books — another novel, a
memoir and a translation of
Lucretius. Pouncey admits to
a "pleasant sense of
urgency" for completing
these tasks, and hopes he
uses whatever time he has
left with good grace.
"Rules for Old Men Waiting" was published by Random House. The paperback
version is available for
$13.95.
Read Main Street, online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact Alexander directly at constancealexander@charternet.
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'World Trade Center' a world-class movie
I has e a long list of favorite panonc mos les, including "Victory at
Sea," "Yankee Doodle Dandy" and
-Sands of Iwo Jima." but Oliver
Stone's "World Trade Center" is right
tip there with the best of them. It is
one sit the greatest pro-American. protanuls. pro-faith, pro-male, flag-waving.
God Bless America films you will
er sec.
What? Oliver Stone, who hangs out
with and praises Fidel Castro'.' Oliver
Stone. who indulges in conspiracy theones and is a dues-paying member of
the Hollywood left' Yes. THAT Oliver
Stone.
"World Trade Center" is the story
of five men who volunteered to enter
the twin towers on Sept. II. 2001 in
their role as Of tiCerS of the Pon
Authority Police Department (PAPD).
Three of them died and two, Will
Jimeno (played persuasively by
Michael Pena) and Sergeant John
McLoughlin (played magnificently by
Nicolas Cage I. were buried in the rubble. These are real men who love
their wises and children and are not
afraid to say so. They are religious
men who pray without shame or
reserve. In fact, Jesus makes an
appearance in Jimeno's hallucination,
can-sing a bottle of water to quench
his thirst(. Treating faith as genuine
and with respect has only recently
made a comeback among filmmakers.
"World Trade Center" is several stories folded into one. It not only tells
of the bravery of the PAPD officers,
but the faith, strength and fears of
their wives. It is also the story of an
es-Marine who, after watching the carnage on television, goes to church to

ask God what he
should do. He
emerges believing
God wants him to go
to Ground Zero. This
is far from fanaticism. It is spirituality
at its deepest and
most profound.
That man, Dave
Karnes (played by
Cal's
Michael Shannon), put
Thoughts on his old Marine
By Cal Thomas uniform and managed
Syndicated
to slip through police
Columnist
lines where he
hooked up with
another Marine vet. It was Karnes who
found McLoughlin and Jimeno and
directed rescuers to their location.
There is another element to this
film that should be recognized and
applauded. It is the overwhelming
number of men and women of differing ethnicities in police and fire
department uniforms who were so
much a part of the good that shone
forth through evil on that terrible day.
At a time when we are engaged in
a battle over illegal immigrants and
the future of American culture, it
should be encouraging to see so many
who recently came from elsewhere
behave like most Americans think real
Americans should behave. They did,
because they are real Americans.
In the press packet about the
movie, Oliver Stone is quoted as saying: "Although my politics and John
and Will's may be different, it didn't
matter; we all got along. I can make
a movie about them and their experiences because they went through

something that I can understand.
Politics does not enter into it —
it's about courage and survival."
One of the five who died.
Dominick Pezzulo (played by Jay Hernandez) survived the first tower collapse, but not the second. The real
Will Jimeno says of his friend, "He
was a cop, a schoolteacher, a father, a
son, but in the end, he was a great
American."
Movies like "World Trade Center"
— and "United 93," which preceded it
— don't come along very often. More
should.
There are many scenes that will
cause audiences to reach for the tissues, but the last one is a true resurrection moment. As Jimeno, first, and
then McLoughlin are lifted out of
what could have been their graves,
they are passed from hand-to-hand
along a gauntlet made up of their colleagues, more than 50 of whom are
real-life members of the PAPD, the
NYPD and FDNY who were flown to
Los Angeles for the scene.
Whatever one thinks of Oliver
Stone, the man knows how to make
movies. This is one of his best. It
deserves an Oscar in so many categories. It also deserves the thanks of a
grateful nation. Go and see it beginning Aug. 9 and make him a large
profit so he might consider inspiring
us again, as his predecessors so often
did during Hollywood's Golden Age.
Direct all mail for Cal Thomas to:
Tribune Media Services. 2225 Kenmore
Ave., Suite 114, Bealo, N.Y., 14207.
Readers may also e-mail Cal Thomas
at CalliCalThonsaacom
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Murray Ledger & limes

Obituaries
Barney D. Tabers
Barney D. I abers, 73, Kirksey -Almo Road, Kirksey, died
Monday, July 24.2006. at 8 p.m. at his home J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements

Mrs. Donna Ingram Gordon
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Rice: U.S. grieves for victims of
Mideast violence, seeks peace

RAMALLAH, West Bank
(AP) — Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice, in a frenetic
set of meetings amid intense
Israch-Hezbollah fighting, said
this morning the United States
wants an "urgent and enduring"
peace where problems are
solved without war.
Talking to reporters after
meeting
with
Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas,
Rice said, "We need to get to a
sustainable peace, there must be
a way for people to reconcile
their differences."
Earlier, meeting in Jerusalem
with Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert, she said the time
has come for a new Middle East.
"I have no doubt there are those
who wish to strangle a democratic and sovereign Lebanon in
its crib," Rice said. "We, of
course, also urgently want to
Hubert E. Bynum
Hubert E. Bynum, 84, Lynnville community, died Saturday, July end the violence."
In Israel, she reiterated the
22, 2006, at 11:50 p.m. at Heritage Manor Healthcare Center,
United States' position that a
Mayfield.
A longtime truck driver for Argo-Collier, he was cessation of hostilities in
'111
.. owner and operator of the Legion Truck Company, Lebanon must come with condiWater Valley. He was an Army veteran of World War tions, saying there is'no desire"
on the part of U.S. officials to
II.
""""""'"
come back in weeks or months
Preceding him in death were one son, Danny
after terrorists find another way
Bynum, and two sisters, Helen Dublin and Mary Sue Joyner. Born
to disrupt any potential cease
April 16, 1922, in Graves County, he was the son of the late Charlie
fire.
Bynum and Irma Owens Bynum.
"It is time for a new Middle
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Bynum; three daughters, East," she said. "It is time to say
Mrs. Martha Simpson, South Fulton, Tenn., Mrs. Carol Adkins, Tri to those that don't want a differCity, and Mrs. Debbie Sanders, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Phyllis ent kind of Middle East that we
Bell, Nashville, Tenn.; two brothers, Bobby Bynum, South Fulton, will prevail. They will not."
and Phillip Bynum, Lynn Grove; six grandchildren; nine greatOlmert welcomed Rice
grandchildren.
warmly and vowed that "Israel
A graveside service will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at the is determined to carry on this
Pinegar Cemetery, Dukedom,Tenn.
fight against Hezbollah." He
Jackson Funeral Home, Dukedom, is in charge of arrangements, said his government "will not
but no visitation will be at the funeral home. Friends may meet at the hesitate to take severe measures
cemetery for the service.
against those who are aiming
,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Fulton/South Fulton' thousands of rockets and misRelay for Life, do 302 Can St., Fulton, Ky.,42041. Tributes may be siles against innocent civilians
for the sole purpose of killing
left online at www.hombeakfuneralehapel.com.
them."
In what amounted to a score
Eulas Belton (Jack) Fennell
The funeral for Eulas Belton (Jack) Fennell was today (Tuesday) for U.S. diplomacy, Olmert's
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. office told Rice that Israel will
allow the opening of safe pasRev. Darrell Walker officiated. Music was by Mike Richardson.
Pallbearers were grandsons Quentin Dodd, Chris sages in Lebanon for the transDodd and Jack Dodd and great-grandson Dustin port of humanitarian aid to all
Dodd. Burial was in the Scott's Grove Baptist Church -areas of the country.
A team of Israeli military
Cemetery.
officials will meet with internaMr. Fennell, 84, Almo Road, Alm.died Saturday,
July 22, 2006, at 8:20 p.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of World War II, he retired from the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company and the Murray Guard.
Born APril 30, 1922. in Alton, Ill., he was the son of the late Eulas
Belton Fennell and Maude Lee Finch Fennell Whiteside.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Treva Mae Billington Fennell, to
whom he was married March 16, 1945; one daughter, Mrs. Marie
Crouch and husband,Tom. Burlington; one son,E.B. Fennell, Ahno;
two sisters, Mrs. Susie Jackson and husband, Jim, and Helen
Fennell, and one brother, Bill Fennell and wife. Mary, all of
Carlinville. Ill.; three grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Donna Ingram Gordon, 47, Benton, died Monday, July 24.
2006, at 12:28 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Benton.
Preceding her in death were her first husband,
David Ingram; her father, Thomas Edward
McClure; and one half brother, Joseph McClure.
Survivors include her husband, Mike Gordon:
three daughters, Stephanie Sins, Samantha
Ingram and Sarah Ingram, all of Benton; two
stepdaughters, Betsy Casteel, Benton, and
Rachel Gordon, Calvert City; her mother, Mrs.
Gordon
Laura Hopkins Findley, and one brother,
Michael McClure, both of Hardin; one sister, Deborah Alford,
Birmingham, Ala.; two half brothers, Edward McClure,
Summerville, Ga., and Kenneth McClure, Birmingham; two
nephews; one niece; one stepgranddaughter.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Randy McClure
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Lady Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
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tional military experts to outline
the pathways, Olmert told Rice,
according to his office. Rice is
working on two essential fronts
— Israel's tensions with the
Palestinians as well as the fighting to its north along its border
with Lebanon, where two weeks
of fighting with Lebanese
Hezbollah militia have left hundreds of civilians dead, mostly
on the Lebanese side.
During a meeting with that
included about a dozen U.S. and
Palestinian officials, Rice and
Abbas talked about getting additional aid to the debt-laden
Palestinian government as well
as the state of an Israeli soldier
captured last month by Hamaslinked militants. Rice said she
briefed Abbas "on efforts we're
making to bring about an urgent
but enduring cease-fire in
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A family service for Bud l Nelson will be held at a later date.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Mr. Nelson. 82, Jaguar Drive, Murray, died Saturday. July 22,
2006, at 6:25 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care Center, Murray.
His wife. Mrs. Jo Nelson. one grandchild, two sisters and three
brothers all preceded him in death. Born July 27, 1923, he was the
son of the late Shelby Nelson and Kathryn Davenport Nelson.
Survivors include three daughters. Mrs. Betty Repp and husband,
Larry, Murray. Barbara Nelson. Akron. Ohio. and Tina Nelson,
North Carolina; two sons, Cecil Nelson and wife, Penny, Maitland.
Fla_ and Eugene Nelson. California; nine grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
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U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, left, shakes hands with Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas, also known as Abu Mazen, right, during a meeting at his office in the West
Bank town of Ramallah this morning. Rice, leading the first high-level U.S. diplomatic mission
since war broke out in Lebanon, said today that the time has come for a new Middle East and
an urgent end to the violence hanging over the region.

212 East Main St. • 753-1586
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The funeral for Mrs. Jessie Rohland will be Wednesday at II a.m.
in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.
Warren T. Sykes and Charles Parker will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Brian Sykes, Mickey Hart. Lane Green,
Rowland Alexander, Keith Ray and Scott Parker. Burial will follow
in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday) and after 9 a.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Rohland. 92, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday. July 23, 2006, at
Spring Creek Health Care Center. Murray.
A former secretary for Ford Motor Company in Michigan, she
was a member of Puryear United Methodist Church and the
Methodist Women.
She was married April 12, 1958, to Charles W. Rohland, who
died Jan. 7, 1998. One sister, Annie Adams. and two brothers.
Marcus and J.V. Hill. also preceded her in death. Born Nov. 23.
1913, in Puryear, she was the daughter of the late Marshall Hill and
Helen Wilkerson Hill.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Jean Hatch, Detroit,
Mich.: two stepgrandchildren. Charles and Susan Hatch; four stepgreat-grandchildren, Kadin. Alex, Andrew and Cole Hatch; three
nieces. Mrs. Myra Thompson and husband. Van. and Mrs. Letha
Crain and husband. Ralph. all of Puryear, and Judy McGhee, Paris,
Tenn

Lebanon, one that can deal with
the causes of extremism that
began this crisis and that can
also lead to the establishment of
the sovereignty of the Lebanese
government throughout its territory."
Rice told Abbas that while
she and other allies are engaged
in resolving the situation in
Lebanon, the U.S. has not forgotten the Palestinians' plight.
"The Palestinian people have
lived too long with violence and
the daily humiliations that go
along with the circumstances
here," she said.
"I assured the president that
we had great concerns about the
sufferings of innocent people
throughout the region," she told
reporters, saying that "even as
the Lebanon situation resolves,
we must remain focused on what

happening here."
"You have our pledge that,
our common work of bringing a
two-state solution to the people
of Palestine and the people of
Israel that we will not tire in our
efforts," Rice said.
Abbas renewed a call for an'
Israeli-Palestinian truce, following a monthlong Israeli offensive in the Gaza Strip, launched'
to five a captured Israeli soldier.:
"We are exerting all our
efforts to.release the Israeli soldier," he said, adding that he,
hoped thousands of Palestinian.
prisoners would also be freed by
Israel.
"Israeli aggression in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip must
stop immediately so we can'
strengthen•the truce and start a
political process that aims to end
the occupation," he said.
is
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4-H Food-A-Rama event held this summer a success
A delicious great ume
was had by all at the 4-H
Food-A-Rama early this summer. With entries in all
eight categories, the judges
had a difficult time choosing
category winners. The event
co-sponsors, 4-H council and
the Homemaker Council,
were pleased with the number of. youth and dishes prepared.
A cookbook of all the
recipes used for the event
will be available later this
fall to participants and other
persons interested in the
event. Carol Chapman. a 4-H
volunteer is compiling the
book.
"I was real impressed by
the youth and the delicious
dishes and how well they
participated in the educational activities that were
planned for them. " Chapman commented.
The Egg and Poultry Federation taught the youth to
make eggs with legs and
omelets. This occurred while
Julie Hook, Master Food
Volunteer, judged the numerous dishes.
Category 55 liners Were as
1.01 lows:

Appetizers & Becerages Kris Cole and Sarah Ann
Cooking BazzeII, Bache
Kris Cole, Breads and Rolls
- Audree Flamm Cakes.
Megan
Pies, ()diet Desserts
Harpei and Abby Campbell.
Abby
Cookies & Candies
Campbell. Foreign Foods Fristin Cole. Main Dishes.
Casseroles. Vegetables Abby
Campbell. and Salads
I ittany Parham
mill Cloy'er bud
fhe
Winne' was Abby Campbell.
Megan Harper was the Dy erall Junior V. inner and Kristin
Mikulc it was the Senior
All particWIWI
herall
blue tibbon
Malik recerYed
and cash supplied by itic 4.
il and Honk:nuke!
Fi
(
Closed-mil category partici
pants ins hided Martin
\likultIk. Abby Campbell.
t talk Stosley. Sarah Ann
Bazzell and 10,,, \him!,it
lilt 'titled
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Colt. Liniko.
Kara Slmsles, 111.1in Cole,
Fun MikulL it. Megan Harp
and (.reg
et.
Wood Se11101
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lit hided
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(
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/it
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Special events are scheduled at Eat.r;
North and Southwest Elemental-)and Cal.:::
loway County Middle Schools on '[bury.:::
day.
"Back to School Night" will be from
to 7:30 p.m. at East; Return packets, meel
teachers and get classroom assignmentsf
from 5 to 7 p.m. at North; registratiore,
night from 5 to 7 p.m. at Southwest; Reg- •
istration for seventh and eighth grades at
6 p.m. at Calloway Middle.

Jo's
Datebook Betty Shepard event Aug. 2
By Jo Burkeen

Betty Shepard Golf Tournament at Oaks
Country Club will be Aug. 2 with tee oft
time at 9 a.m. Registration will begin at 8::
a.m, with refreshments served. Those playing are requested to:
send in their entry forms as soon as possible to be included:
in the line-up. Entry fee is $30 plus cart fee of $10 per person, but persons must call the pro shop at 753-6454 to reserve
a cart. For more information call Della Miller at 753-2721.
Community
Editor

Legion Post meeting Thursday

Photo provided
Participants in Food A Rama 2096 were, from left, first row, Sarah Ann Bazzell, Joza Mikulcik,
Abby Campbell, Clark Mosley; second row, Eric Mikulcik, Tristin Cole, Martin Mikulcik, Audree
Harper, Megan Harper, third row, Lindsay Collins, Kristin Mikulcik, Kris Cole, Kara Mosely,
Tiffany Parham and Greg Wood.
pletely on wire baking racks. p.m. at Wildwood Farms.
Abby Campbell:
— Poultry Practice 9 to
Spread cream cheese frosting
Carrot Cake ingredients:
II a.m. on July 28 at the
between cake layers, then
3 cups of grated carrots,
Extension Office.
use remaining frosting on
4 eggs.
— Last Swimming Event
top and sides of cake. Gar2 cups all purpose flour,
for Summer in The Park
nish with finely chopped
1 cup vegetable oil,
Participants, I to 3:30 p.m.
walnuts sprinkled over the
I tsp, baking pnwder. I
July 28.
top. Refrigerate cake.
tsp. vanilla extract.
— Show of Champions
Frosting directions:
2 tsp baking soda. cup
July 28 Expo Center 6:30
Combine butter. cream
walnuts. chopped.
p.m. Public is invited. Free.
cheese, & vanilla extract
'tsp. salt • cup raisins,,
— State Fair Information
with an electric mixer. Add
chopped.
due July 28. Items for
2 cups of sugar. I tsp. of the powdered sugar 1 cup at
a time then beat for about 2 State Fair due August 9.
cinnamon
— County Extension
minutes until frosting is
Frosting
Council Picnic Jim and Judy
smooth and creamy.
2 h 0/ boxes ot cream
Stahler's Home July 31, 7
You can also use a
cheese, sot tened.
I 3x9x2 baking dish or 2 8x3 p.m.
I stick ot butter. softened.
in. round pans.
I tsp. vanilla extract,
Upcoming events:
I two pound hag of powThe Calloway County
--- Dusty Spurs are taking
dered sugar.
Cooperative Extension Serorders for Blackberries $3
Directions:
vice is open Monday to Friper pound, will deliver four
Pre-heat °Y en to 350
day from 8 a.m. to 4:30
degrees. Combine the carrots. or more pounds in Murray
p.m. The phone number is
Area. Call 293-2349 to
flour, baking powder, baking
753-1452 and the fax is 759Farm
reserve your Vilxight
soda, salt, sugar and eggs
4243. The Calloway County
blackberries.
together in a large mixing
4-H Council receives funding
Trip to Space Center
howl Slit in eggs. oil and
from the Murray-Calloway
and Alabama A& M in
County United Way.
yanilla mixing welt with an
Educational programs of
Hunts% die, Ala.. on July 26.
electric- tinsel Add nut% and
the Kentucky Cooperative
leaving Murray at 6 a.m.
raisins. stir well. Four batter
Extension Service serve all
and returning at II p.m.
2 round cake pans
into
people regardless of race,
Youth interested in trip bring
that hare been sprayed with
color, age, sex, religion, dismoney tor food. Limited
oo
spray. Bake for
Pain Lking
ability, or national origin.
to to 40 min
ailable.
ay
spaces
until a
University of Kentucky, KenCamp
Day.
Doggy
pick
cenwooden
inserted in
tucky State University, U.S.
Sign up deadline is July 26.
.001 in
WI sleaii (
tfillies
Department of Agriculture,
pans tor 10 min. Rellltit e
Doggy Day camp is Aug. I
and Kentucky counties, coopt torn 8:30 a.m. to 12:30
erating.
trom pans and let cool corn

Scott reports on her visit to Alaska at meeting
Bon
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me Scott. a inerniwi i.x mc et,
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Elementary and Middle Schools
schedule special events Thursday

lul
Uhls was the last scheduled
tour for Scott until the national cimvention in Reno. Net
III 1111d August
Shirley Collins. auxiliary
president, presided at the meeting with 28 members and all
ot Ike'. present
Child Welfare chairman Sue
‘koltord reported that a local
cy cm held at the lodge netted
sign!!icant donations. tor the
chrldi en*. Christmas party She
also it a collection tor "Hack
to School Blasi- and is setting up a Nok lot sChooi supkli,11.1111 ,11, this will be an
.,nyoing pfolett
k.ith Sufi ern. tumnillluuiut

service chairman, announced
plans for a Luau to be held
at a later date. She also said
she is planning, a tour and
event to help support "Hoof
Beats ot liolv," to be for Damascus House for Abused
Women.
Melissa Nergard. Americanism chairman, said the Surgical Assistants Class made a
donation the scholarship fund
tor allowing the graduation ceremony to be held. Nergard also
made a "Locks of Love" donation of hair.
Jane McCurston. scholarship
chaimian, reported that Carol
Spaulding, a previous recipient for the Auxiliary scholar-
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SS representative here Thursday

Lady Laker Volleyball team plans event
Calloway County High School Lady Laker Volleyball team
will have a rebate day all day Thursday. Customers are asked
to place their receipt in the box on the counter for the team.

MDA Lock-Ups scheduled
The Muscular Dystrophy Association "Summer Vacation" LockUps will be held at Murray on Wednesday and at Mayfield
on Thursday. Jennifer Crouch, program coordinator, invites all
interested persons to be "Jail Birds" for the two events. Foe
more information or to volunteer to being "locked up" call the
MDA at 1-575-335-4400.

CCHS plans new student registration
Calloway County High School will have registration for
new students today from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Lions Club will meet tonight
Mirray Lions Club will meet tonight at 6:30 pii .11 the
Murray Woman's Club House.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight from 6:30
to 7:30 p.m. in the classroom at Center for Health & Well-.
ness. For more information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-24.62.

MHS Class of 1976 plans reunion

Blair Carroll as Ru‘sell Lenclu
Ruth (*hien & Rance Wilson
Morgan Rollins & Craig King
Tanya Nichols & John Gunn

MHS Class of 1974 plans event
Murray High School Class of 1974 has planned an informal reunion for Friday. Sept. 1. at 7 p.m. at the Big Apple,
Murray. This will also be birthday party for all those 50 years
of age. Anyone who has ever been a part of the. class of 1974
IS invited to attend. For more information call Gingy Flora
Grider at 759-4750. Debbie McCord Dibble at 270-227-1586
or Sheila McCuiston Ward at 270-293-8867.
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Calloway County High School Lady Laker softball tearr
will have rebate days at the following: Wednesday at Sirlong:
Stockade and Friday at Captain D's. Customers are asked toZ
tell the cashier you are there for the team at both places.

Soccer tryouts scheduled

I Indy Van Sickle & Doug lack

111

Lady Laker softball team plans events

Singles will meet tonight

Michelle Underwood &
Joshua Hendrickson

Sc

-'
A representative of the Social Security Administration wil11
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Al-Anon meeting is tonight

Nitielai CDaphid

Dresses 84
arttsuits
S250° Racks

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
private dining room #1 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more infonnation contact MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lamben
at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.

Alzheimer's Group will meet today

Chu rf/agiaterted\

Henden
reporter
Wed net

Compassionate Friends Thursday

ship, has now passed her state
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet today at 4:30 p.m. in
board examination and is now
the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This
a registered nurse.
Hospital Chairman Nancy will be a group discussion. For more information call Cindy
Byford reported that events to Ragsdale L.S.W. at 762-1108.
support the hospital program
for St. Jude's and the veterans' facilities will be planned.
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United Methodist
Each of the five service pro- Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
grams is designated a month the playground. The only requirement is that there be a probto hi-light those program chairs lem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
who will plan to have a special event to benefit or raise
funds to donate during that
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
period.
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
These are November for St. For inforrnation call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.
Jude's Hospital; February for
Scholarship month; March for
"Paws with a Clause"; April ' Murray Predators U-10 team will have tryouts today and
for "John Tracy Clinic" for Thursday starting at 6:30 p.m.. at the BeeCreek U-I0 field.
Child Welfare: and May for Players can come for tryouts either evening. Players must be
"Freedoms Foundation" for no older than 9 on Aug. I. For more information call Bill
Americanism.
Elder at 753-2297.
Tennessee State Commander Glenda McCuiston. a member of the auxiliary, said the
Murray High School class of 1976 will hold a casual 30
club manager and past comyear reunion on Saturday. Aug. 5, at the Murray Country Club.
mander Bill Edward would be
Reservations are still being accepted and the cost is $25 per
retiring in November and that
person. Contact Debbie Caner at 753-0913 or e-mail
the Post would be renamed in
dicarterOcharternet for reservations. Parents are asked to conhis honor.
tact their out-of-town children to remind them of the event.

/

UP TO75% OFF

American Legion Post 073 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. The agenda will focus on the design and ongoing,
plans for a new Legion Hall. All members and veterans are"
encouraged to attend. For more information call Post Conunan-•
der Don Adcock at 227-7939 or 489-2844.

Design Service Available
••
I

OFFERING MANY NE"FABRICINES:
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Henderson County Schools deputy superintendent Tom Hurt, center, reads a statement to
reporters concerning the death of Henderson High School football player Ryan Owens,
Wednesday in Henderson, Ky. Owens collapsed and died after morning practice Wednesday.

School board begins looking
into football player's death
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — The Henderson
County school district is turning to an outside
attorney and medical personnel from Methodist
Hospital to investigate the death of a I6-yearold football player who died
following practice last week.
Ryan Owens, a junior lineman at Henderson County High,
collapsed while walking off the
'practice field on July 19. He
died shortly thereafter at
Methodist Hospital in Henderson. A preliminary 'autopsy
report was inconclusive, meaning it could be four to six
Owens
weeks before the cause of death
is determined.
Superintendent Thomas Richey said the medical team will determine whether the players
were being given proper treatment during their
practice in the hot and humid conditions.
Owens had been on the field for about 80
minutes when practice broke around 9:20 a.m.

According to The National Weather Service in
Paducah, the temperature in Henderson at 9
a.m. on July 19 was 82 degrees with 79 percent humidity, making it feel like 88 degrees.
The attorney will interview coaches and
players on behalf of the district to determine
the circumstances at the time of Owens' collapse. The attorney will also review to see if
the school followed Kentucky High School Athletic Association practice guidelines.
"Hopefully, from that, along with the autopsy report, we will be able to come up with a
picture that wilt be based on fact and not
hearsay," Richey said.
Initial reports that the players were wearing
only a helmet, shirt, shorts and cleats during
the practice were incorrect according to Henderson County High principal Bruce Swanson.
Swanson said players were wearing shoulder
pads during the practice.
Under KHSAA rules, teams can begin practicing in shoulder pads on July 15.

I Woods might have more
claret jugs than green jackets
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
HOYLAKE, England (AP)
— Jack Nicklaus might have
been right about Tiger Woods,
even if he was looking at the
wrong place.
Nicklaus cranked up the hype
about Woods on the eve of
the 1996 Masters, after he and
Arnold Palmer played a practice round with the 20-yearold amateur. Nicklaus called
him "absolutely the most fundamentally sound golfer that
I've seen at almost any age."
Combine the Masters victories of those two legends —
that's 10 green jackets — and
Nicklaus said the kid should win
more than that.
But imagine if that practice
round had been in 1995 at St.
Andrews instead of a year later
at Augusta National.
The conversation might have
been different.
"This kid is absolutely the
most creative shotmaker that
I've seen at almost any age,"
Nicklaus might have said."Take
my three British Opens and
the five won by Tom Watson,
and he should win more than
that."
It could happen.
By the end of his career,
Woods might be identified more
by the silver claret jug than
the green jacket.
'The Masters was thought to
be Woods' domain ever since
he set the course record (18under 270) and won by a record
12 shots in 1997. Woods now
has four green jackets, not quite
halfway there to Nicklaus' prediction.
Augusta National is all about
power, and Woods no longer
holds exclusive rights in this
game.
The British Open is about
imagination, and he showed
Sunday at Royal Liverpool he
has no peer.
Woods was whisked away
to the clubhouse late in the
evening to sip champagne with
the Royal & Ancient, where
he regaled committee members
with the shots he played —
only one of them with a driver out of his 270 strokes —
on his way to a two-shot victory over Chris DiMarco.
In his previous tournament.

AP

St. Louis Cardinals relief pitcher Josh Hancock, front, reacts after giving up a solo
home run to Colorado Rockies' Clint Barmes, back, to lead off the seventh inning of
the Rockies' 7-0 victory in a baseball game in Denver on Monday.

Cardinals show frustration
in shutout by Rockies, 7-0

AP

Tiger Woods holds the trophy as he and his wife Elin leave in
a golf buggy following a press conference after Tiger won the
British Open Golf Championship at the Royal Liverpool Golf
Course in 1-loylake, England Sunday.
a tie for second at the Western Open, Woods had what
swing coach Hank Haney
described as his best week with
the driver in five years. But
after one trip around the firm,
fast links of Hoylake, Woods
realized he was better off playing it safe.
The course measured 7,258
yards, but it felt like 6,000
yards because of the crusty
conditions.
Even though he easily could
have taken the bunkers out of
play by blasting driver over
them. Woods continually laid
far back by hitting iron off
the tee, leaving him long irons
into the green. He reasoned
that, even with a shorter iron,
getting close to the pin was
no bargain.
It paid off so - many times
over four days.
On the second hole Sunday,
he hit iron off the tee and
played his second shot to about
25 feet. Sergio Garcia hit a
driver over the bunkers and
had only a flip sand wedge to
the green, but he could get it
no closer than 30 feet.
Ernie Els found out what

II See Page 28

Tiger chases the 'Bear'
Tiger Woods tied Walter Hagen
for second place on the all-time
ma)ors win list with 11, behind
Jack Nicklaus' record of 18
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By ARNIE STAPLETON
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) — When
Yadier Molina's bloop single
glanced off Cory Sullivan's
glove in the sixth inning, the
center fielder leapt to his feet
in frustration.
Left-hander Jeff Francis, who
had been working on a perfect game to that point, let out
a sigh and a slight smile.
"There's a lot of anxiety
involved when you have something going like that. When
that ball dropped, it's almost
a relief," Francis said. "You
know, just concentrate on winning the game and that load
comes off your shoulders."
Francis rolled right along,
tossing a two-hitter for his first
shutout, and the Colorado Rockies slowed down the St. Louis
Cardinals with a 7-0 victory
Monday night.
"That," Colorado manager
Clint Hurdle said. "was a masterpiece."
The shutout was the fourth
by a Rockies pitcher this season (Jason Jennings twice and
Josh Fogg), tying a franchise
record set in 2001.
The Cardinals had homered
in a franchise-record 19 straight
games but came nowhere near
the wall against Francis, who
uses a strikingly similar delivery on all four of his pitches:
a two- and four-seam fastball,
changeup and slider.
"He was throwing them all
for strikes, too," Jim Edmonds
said. 'That makes for a tough
night. He's one of those guys
that hides the ball real well.
He was throwing sneaky."

The Cardinals managed to
get only five balls out of the
infield, including Molina's single in the sixth and Albert
Pujols' line-drive double in the
seventh.
"He just worked us over,"
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa said. "He probably didn't even take a shower. I didn't see if he ever sweated.
They probably could pitch him
tomorrow. I hope he doesn't."
Francis (8-8) retired his first
15 batters and got Molina to
chase a fastball cutting off the
plate leading off the sixth.
Molina got just enough wood
on it to punch it over second
base, and the only one with a
chance at it was Sullivan, who
dived and got his glove on the
ball only to watch it scoot underneath him.
"That exact play went
through my head right before
he hit it," Sullivan lamented.
"I thought, don't give up the
bloop single on a changeup.
Unfortunately, I was playing a
step too deep and I just couldn't get there."
Francis, whose longest outing before Monday night was
7 2-3 innings, matched a career
high with eight strikeouts and
didn't walk a batter. He threw
129 pitches, including 10 to
the final batter, Chris Duncan,
who grounded out to first on
a full count.
"I've never been so out of
breath," Francis said.
Pujols doubled off Francis
in the seventh but was stranded at third when second baseman Jamey Carroll made a diving stop of Juan Encarnacion's
grounder up the middle to pre-

serve the shutout.
Garrett Atkins and Clint
Barmes homered for Colorado,
which won for only the third
time in 11 games since the
All-Star break. The Cardinals,
who had won six straight road
games and four in a row overall, dropped to 8-3 since the
break.
St. Louis rookie Anthony
Reyes (2-4) allowed six runs
and nine hits in 5 1-3 innings.
Atkins staked Francis to a
quick 2-0 lead in the first when
he hit his 14th homer, a tworun shot that traveled an estimated 447 feet. Sullivan's sacrifice fly an inning later made
it 3-0.
Bermes led off the third
with a triple and scored when
second baseman Hector Luna's
relay got past third baseman
Scott Rolen for a throwing
error.
Reyes left after Torrealba's
RBI triple made it 5-0 in the
sixth, and Sullivan added his
second sacrifice fly. Bermes.
who has hit in 12 straight games,
led off the seventh with his
seventh homer.
The Rockies hope this performance jump-starts them for
a nice 10-game homestand after
a 2-8 trip.
"We didn't play well on the
road and that was a brutal trip,
but we didn't lose much
ground," Sullivan said. "Now,
we can move on."
And remember what might
have been had he been playing a step closer against Molina.
The Cardinals' last sevengame road winning streak was
July 18-30, 2004.
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From Page 113
can happen with a driver, hitting into a gorse bush Saturday on the seventh hole. Garcia found a bunker on the par5 fifth hole Sunday that made
him scramble for par. Woods
played back with a 3-wood,
then hit 5-iron into 25 feet for
eagle.
"One of the most fascinating things of the week was to
see the different strategies
employed by different players,"
R&A chief executive Peter
Dawson said Monday morning. "The vast majority of players hit tar more drivers than
Tiger did. He chose to play
his way, and it actually resulted in him playing a longer
golf course than he does most
weeks.
"Tiger found the way to suit
SOFTBALL TOURNEY WINNERS: A team sponsored by Pella of Murray recenthis game."
ly won the United Way Softball Tournament, held last Saturday at the MurrayEts played with Woods on
Calloway County Park. Participating in the tournament were one team each from
Saturday and was skeptical
Pella and Kenlake Foods and five teams from Briggs & Stratton. Pictured from
about his decision not to hi t
the winning Pella team include (front row, from left) Shane Fox, Justin Fox, Derek
driver.
Caner, Glenn Belcher, (middle row) Justin Morton, Josh Sanders, Kenny Martin,
"At times I didn't think it
was the right plan because he
David Singleton, (top row) Mark Flood, Aaron Harper, Sean McGuire and Justin
is so long off the tee he could
Simmons.
have hit very short irons into
some of the holes," Els said.
"But he stuck to his plan, and
it really worked out for him.
He knows how to win these
said: "We're very confident." things, and it's going to be tough
By DAVE GOLDBERG
the
secrecy,
the
Despite
Writer
AP Football
to beat him now."
The owners met for about front-runner remains Roger
ROMULUS. Mich. (AP) But the brilliance of Woods
in
second
Tagliabue's
The list of candidates tor Paul three hours at the Detroit air- Goodell,
went beyond leaving the driv'Fagliabue's job as NI!. com- port Monday to help narrow command. He appears to be er in his bag for all but one
missioner is down to I I. down the potential successors. one of three league office peo- hole.
Then the search committee con- ple in contention — the othalthough with two weeks tt
Every shot was designed for
go until the Imal selection tinued discussing procedures ers are Jeff Pash, the league's a specific hole, whether that
for getting down to a work- chief lawyer, and Eric Grub- meant a towering shot or low
meeting,
able number of finalists for man, its top financial officer. and boring. His 4-iron from
WWI JJNtUP SPONSORED BY:
The reason the owners have 190 yards to 12 feet on the
the meetings in Chicago on Aug.
7-9 to choose Tagliabue's suc- not been told any names is 12th hole Friday. was a low
Lindy Suitor
that Tagliabue and the search fade, while his 4-iron on the
nom unto,hum Aper:71 cessor.
"We are pleased with the way cohnittee want to prevent leaks 14th hole that he made for
neerce
ricer
ma
To sane,
it went.- said Pittsburgh's Dan of ihe_.kind that plagued the eagle was a slight draw.
contact us low
His caddie, Steve Williams,
Rooney. co-chairman of the last 4mmissioner search in
608 Sale Si.• 7534842
said he missed only three shots
select 011 committee after a 3 1989.
"Sure I've heard the usual over 72 holes.
1/2 hour meeting that followed
"It was probably one of the
the main session. "Things went names We all have." said John
Today
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
well and the other owners came Mara, co-owner of the New best ball-striking weeks I've
6 pm
York Giants. "But we haven't ever had as far as control,"
up with some ideas."
Chvatitt Cob, at N V mets
WON
said. "That's shaping
Asked if he thought a com- heard anything officially and Woods
MOM BASKETBALL
the ball, moving my trajecto8:30 p.m.
missioner could be selected at that's the way it should be. I
ry and different heights and conWashington at Connecticut
the Chicago meeting. Rooney think the committee is going
830 p.m.
trolling my spin going into the
way."
right
the
just
it
about
earlier
Tagliabue
v.tirit
echoed
ESPN2 - Seattle at Phoenix
greens. It wasn't getting away
from me. If I wasn't hitting it
well, it would have been pretty difficult around here."
Woods led the field in driving accuracy — that might be
a first — by missing only eight
fairways all week. He was tied
for second in greens in regulation (80.5 percent), and missed
only one green Sunday. That
led to his only bogey in a StillECT 2006 %iont
under 67, which matched the
best score of the final round.
rare for the guy in the last group.
He now has three claret
jugs, halfway home to the record
six by Harry Vardon. one less
than hjs collection of green jackets.
But a closer look at the
record, and the constantly
changing course at Augusta
National, makes it even more
likely that the British Open
might prove to be his best major.
He has finished out of the
top 10 only three times at the
British Open, and one of those
was at Muirfield in 2002 when
he was two shots behind until
getting caught in the whipping
wind that sent him to an 81.
Woods came within one shot
of a playoff at Royal Birkdale
in 1998, and he was two shots
away at Royal St. George's in
2003.
He will go for his third
opyrsruvii
straight Bntish Open — Peter
Thomson in 1954-56 was the
New Ob Chevy Colorado
NeW 06 Chevy Silverado 1500 Series
last player to do that — next
year at Carnoustie, reputed to
he the toughest links course
in the world. Woods probably
won't be able to leave driver
in the bag.
But odds are, he'll find
another way.

NFL commissioner candidates down to 11

- Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • i702 HWY 121 N BYPASS • MURRAY KY
.com
IsiBm
e-mail. -..tuort ale gander -kvitilos corn
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At A Glance
By The Associated Prima
All Times EDT
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Central Division
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34 84 34732 1/2
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W
Los Angeles
51 48 515
Oakland
51 48 515
51 49 510 1/2
texas
48 51 485
Seattle
——
Monday's Games
Detroit 9 Cleveland 7
NY Yankees 6, Texas 2
LA Angels 8. Tampa Bay 4
Minnesota 7, Chicago VVhrte Sox 4
Boston 7, Oakland 3
Seattle 7. Toronto 3
Tuesday's Dames
Detroit(Rogers 11-3) at Cleveland (Byrd
pm
7:05
74),
L.A. Angels (E Santana 11-3) at Tampa
Bay (Shields 4-4), 7 15 pm
N.Y. Yankees (Mussina 11-3) at Texas
(Eaton 0-0). 805 pm
Minnesota (J Santana 11-5) at Chicago
While Sox (Contreras 9-2). 8 05 p m
Baltimore (Benson 9-9) at Kansas City
(Redman 6-5). 8 10 p.m.
Toronto (Halladay 12-2) at Seattle
(Meche 9-4). 10 05 p.m.
Boston (Schilling 12-3) at Oakland
(Windsor 0-0). 10 05 P.M.

'[

THRU JULY :31ST

II Murray Middle School football practice will begin on Thursday and
Friday from 10 a.m. to noon each day at Murray Middle School. All seventh and eighth grade boys who want to participate should attend.
Participants are reminded to complete a sports physical at one of the
Iron Saturday clinics at the Murray Hospital. Contact David McDowell
at 753-6940 or david.mcdowell@murray.kyschools.us. for more information.
IN The Murray Bucs conduded their USSSA 10u World Senes tom!,
narnent run with a record of 7-2 to finish in fifth place out of the 28 teams
entered in the event, which was held in Tulsa 04da. Last Friday and
Saturday, the Bucs recorded survival wins over the No. 2 seed Perkins:
Rattlers by a score of 9-0 and then outscored the Seminole Boyz 9-3'
before falling again to the Piedmont Stars 7-2.

Memorial service held for
Georgia basketball player
ATHENS.Ga.(AP)— Kevin
Brophy, a University of Georgia basketball player killed in
an auto accident last week,
was remembered Monday as a
young man who toiled 'relentlessly to achieve his dream of
playing basketball in the Southeastern Conference.
Brophy died in a two-car
crash on Georgia Highway 15
near Greensboro Thursday afternoon, authorities said. He was
driving home alone to Savannah from Athens when his car
collided with another vehicle,
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Monday's Games
Atlanta 10, Philadelphia 8
Chicago Cubs 8. N Y Mets 7
Milwaukee 12, Pittsburgh 8
Colorado 7, Si. Louis 0
San Diego 7, L.A. Dodgers 6. 11.innings
Tuesday's Games
Arizona (Batista 9-5) at Philadelphia
(Madson 8-7). 7:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Morris 8-7) at
Washington (Ortiz 6-9), 7:05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 10-3) at N
Mists (Glavine 11-3), 7:10 p.m.
Ronda (Sanchez 3-0) at Atlanta (James
4-0), 7:35 p.m
Cincinnati (Harang 10-6) at Houston
(Clemens 2-3). 8:05 p.m
Pittsburgh (Snell 8-6) at Mihvaukee :
(Sheets 1-3), 8:05 p.m.
St. Louis (Carpenter 9-4) at Colorado
(Jennings 6-8), 905 p.m.
San Diego (Park 6-6) at L.A. Dodgers
(Hendrickson 4-11), 1010 p.m.

•Entries are still being accepted from all-star and travel teams for
the fourth annual Back To School Bash youth baseball tournament,
scheduled for Aug. 4-6 in Murray and Draffenville.
The USSSA-sanctioned Bash will otter competition for ages 7-undel
through 14-under. It has become the largest tournament in the tour'
stale region, attracting over 90 teams from seven states last year. The
event has a three-game guarantee with an entry fee of $200 for
machine pitch divisions (7u & 8u) and $275 for all kid-pitch divisions.
The entry deadline is Wednesday, July 26. For more information or
to download tourney registration forms, visit wvnv.teamworkevents.com,
or contact Tab Brockman at 270-293-3030 or via email at tab @teamworkevents.com.
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•Calloway County Middle School girls' softball tryouts will be held
Monday, July 31 and Tuesday, Aug. 1 from 6108 p.m. each day. Tryouts
will take place at the CCHS softball field. Girls entenng the sixth through
eighth grades are urged to attend both sessions of the tryouts. All gilts
are-encouraged to have their sports physicals done through the MCalloway County Hospital outpatient services. Outpatient services will
offer free physicals July 29 from 8 a.m. to noon. For more information
on the tryouts. CCHS varsity coach James Pigg at 759-2145. Please
leave a message if there is no answer.
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police said. It is unclear whether
severe weather was a factor in
the accident.
About 450 people, including Brophy's parents Eammon
and Anne Brophy of Melbourne,
Australia. gathered to offer a
communal farewell.
"This life of his was packed
solid," said
Father Jack
McDowell. director of the university's Catholic ('enter. "He
lived life to its fullest and
desired to use it for a long
time."
Also taking part in the service were Georgia basketball
coach Dennis Felton. university President Michael Adams,
Brophy's girlfriend, Molly Ramage, and Brophy's teammates.
"We're all dreamers, but
Kevin wasn't a dreamer — he
was a dream-doer," said Maxine Sussman, the wife of Mark
Sussman, athletic director at
Savannah's Memorial Day
School. where Brophy spent
his senior year in high school
as an exchange student.
The 6-foot-I Brophy, who
earned a basketball scholarship
after serving as a walk-on in
his freshman season, was
remembered by his teammates
for his work ethic.
"Coach Felton emphasized
consistency." said senior Steve
Newman. "He always says you
must be consistent to win
throughout a season. I always
respected Kevin for his con,
sistency on and off the court.
And off the court, he was the
type of guy who wasn't afraid
to be himself."
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Inquiries regarding Section 504 compliance may be directed to
Judy Muehleman, Coordinator, Murray Board of Education,
208 South 13th Street, Murray, KY 42071(270)753-4363.
Inquiries regarding Title VI, Title VII, Title IX and ADA compliance may be directed to Bob Rogers, Superintendent, at the
above address and telephone number.
MISD will take steps to assure the lack of English language
skills will not be a barrier to admission and participation in
career and technical education programs.
The Murray High School offers the following career and technical education programs to all studenta enrolled in grades 912: Business and Marketing, Family and Consumer Sciences,
Workplace Readiness, and Technology Education. Eleventh
and 12th grade students may also attend the Murray-Calloway
-Area Technical College technical exploratory or preparatory
.training in the workplace in the following areas: Automotive
Technology, Carpentry, Culinary Arta, Health Sciences,
Machine Thol Technology, Marketing Technology & Welding.
•
Debbie Walker
Support Services
'Murray Independent School District
208 South 13th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Card of Thanks

Nip Wanted

The Family of Tommy Tynes
would like to thank all of you for
the love and concern ofour loved
one. Thanks to Hospice, you all
are wonderful. To all ofhisfellow
workers for the love you showed
and to all the friends and neighbors who were so kind to help us.
Tommy loved each and every one
of you. Thanks so much. We will
neverforget you all.
The Family of
Tommy Tynes

Accounting/Bookkeepi
ng position Full-time
position. Benefit package includes Health
Ins,
Disability Income, Ufe
Ins, 401K, vacation 8
personal hours. Work
includes accounts
receivables, word processing, Excel
Spreadsheets,
and General
Bookkeeping projects.
In order to apply, position requires either
experience in accounting/Bookkeeping field
or education in
Accounting/Bookkeepi
rig. Send resume' to
Fran Ramsey, PO Box
487. Benton KY 42025
or e-mail
to franrOmtginsuranCe.COM.
of
Place
ARBOR
Puryear seeking CNAs.
We offer competitive
salary, 401k, health
insurance, vacation,
holiday pay, Christmas
Club savings program,
additional training/certification. Call Carolyn
Kaczor, RN. D.O.N. at
(731)247-3205. EOE

NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Billiards.
Breaktime
759-9303
REWARD: For who
vandalized a 05 pickup on June 28th
between 8:00pm •
7:00am at 629 North
4th Street Murray. KY.
Call (270)748-6084 or
Crime Stoppers
753-9500
SANDRA D's tamales
on Fn. 293-3816

VALENTINE Croke
7 night 4 island
Hawaiian cruise Call
Affordable Travel
731-644-9300 or
800-644-9363

FOUND Shod haired.
black, de-clawed cat.
loving. found in
Campbell Estates
753-6687

spent
ichool
child needs you!
Become a foster parent. up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
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The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation is seeking a
Parks and Recreation Director

PUBLIC NOTICE

Or at
Day

who
arship
ante

$3.35

Laval
Mika

Murray Independent Schools' parenti, students, employees,
and general public are hereby notified that the Murray
Independent School District does not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, marital status, age,
or disability in employment programs, educational programs,
career and technical education programs, or activities as set
forth in compliance with the Office of Civil Rights Law Title
VI, Title VII, Mlle DC, ADA,and Section 504.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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SALES Associate
by
Sales/Marketing
phone 8 a-commerce
service.
Customer
entry
data/order
Microsoft Office, generduties
office
al
Motivated 8 energetic
Competitive wages 8
Permanent
benefits
kill-time. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 123, Alm,
KY 42020

Winpv's
raramanaj
Now accepting
applications. Full
and part time
shifts available.
Flexible
scheduling. All
shifts available.
Health & dental
benefits. Apply in
person Mon-Fri
from 2PM-4PM.
EOE
PIZZA Pro, 805-C
South 12th Street.
accepting applications
for inside help on these
M-F 10:30shifts
1230/ 1+4-F 10:00-1.30/
M-F 4130-8:30/ S-S
4'00-9.00 Must be 18
or older, dependable.
pay attention to detail
and have good phone
skills.

AVON help needed No
quotas, no inventory
$10 investment Call
Tammy
1-877-420-6567
Toll Free
Brftthaven of Benton is
currently accepting
applications for a parttime housekeeper
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE No Phone
Calls Please

ESSENTIAL DLTrIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
• Development and implementation of a master plan; gather and analyze data for
reports, recommendations and decision making; maintain operating records
• Communicate to park board, civic groups and the general public; ensure all official
policies are understood by staff; maintain liaison with other departments
• Manage all operations to achieve goals within budget; monitor revenues and expenditures; prepare annual budget
• Issue written and oral instructions to staff; train, motivate and evaluate staff work
for exactness and conformance to policies and procedures
• Maintain harmony among workers and resolves grievances; perform/assist subordinates in performing duties; adjust errors and address complaints
• Plan, coordinate and direct a diversified year round, city/county parks and recreation program including the municipal swimming pool,fields, parks and open spaces;
direct various physical and cultural activities, tournaments, etc
• Promote interest in parks and recreation programs
• Responsible for all materials/supplies for maintenance, construction and repair
• Prepare cost estimates for improvements; manage the planning of new parks
• Address concerns of all public and civic organizations
REQUIREMENTS:
•
r's or Bachelor's degree in recreation, education, or physical education
including course work in organization and administration; or five years of progressively responsible experience in parks and recreation programs; or any equivalent
combination of education and experience
•Thorough knowledge of the principles and practices of modern parks and recreation
programs
• Knowledge of equipment required in a parks and recreation program; maintenance,
construction, use of public buildings and park facilities; skilled in use of tools/equipment and computers, word processing and software application
• Office management and supervisory skills; strong communication skills, verbal and
written; ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with employees, supervisors, other agencies, and the public
• Must be willing to work evenings, weekends and holidays as needed
• Valid state driver's license or ability to obtain one

The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation is seeking a full
time program director to develop programs in the Park and to
enhance partnerships with community,public,and private.agepcies.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
• Plans, coordinates, directs, and evaluates recreational services in countywide programs and specialty areas including senior citizens, youth,special events, and natural
resources/environmental education.
• Requires the ability to identify community needs, coordinates and develops appropriate programs.
• Recruit/Supervise part-time and volunteer recreational staff.
• Plan broadcast coverage for events.
• Prepare and distributes fact sheets, fliers, brochures, and media releases.
•
• Develops and maintains MCCPR website.
REQUIREMENTS:
in recreation, physical education, or closely related field.
• Bachelors
Additional qualifying work experience may be substituted on year-for-year basis for
the required college.
• Have the ability to create a sound fiscal program that includes budgeting and capitalYrolects.
• strong communication skills which include: interpersonal, public speaking, and
writing.
• Excellent computer and graphic layout skills.
• Must be willing to work evenings, weekends, and holidays
Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation offers a competitive
compensation and benefit package including health insurance, life insurance,
retirement, paid vacation,
personal, holiday and sick days.
Resumes must be received by August 4.2008 by 4:00,
Send resume to:
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Attn: Park Board Personnel Committee
900 Payne Street
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Opportunity Employer and does not
discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age, national origin or disability.

Full time(2PM-10PM)and part time PRN
positions available. Prefer experienced
CNA, but will train. If you enjoy working
with the elderly, we have a pleasant atmosphere and caring, friendly staff. Apply in
person at Fern Terrace Lodge. EOE
Britthaven of Benton 75 looking for a
creative and energetic RN to fill an administrative nursing position in Quality Improvement.
Experience in the long-term profession a plus.
Must he able to take call We offer an excellent
benefit package
Apply in person at B nttha ven fRenton 2607
Main Street Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE
No phone calls please.

REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking learn player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N., Murray, KY
42071.
TAKING applications.
Apply in person at
Restaurant,
Rudy's
104 S. 5th St. No
phone calls!
090
Damask & Childcare
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

Murray -Calloway County Parks and Recreation is an

lie Pace

Nip Wanted

We are now accepting applications for
sales associates and Estee Lauder cosmetics counter manager. We offer a
pleasant working environment, competitive salaries, generous discounts
and paid vacations. Please apply in
person or send resume to:
305-C S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

060

CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
Providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street
Murray
FARMER'S Choice
Send
FeedmIll.
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey, KY 42054
or come by office.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6 OOPM
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees 83000 month
Company will train. Call
144-F 9am-1 pm only'
1-800-578-8799

060

060

Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED concrete finishers and
foreman for poured
wall crew. Call Scott
270-994-0113

PROGRAMMER/SYST
EMS Manager
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
an IT
Manager/Programmer.
Candidate must have
extensive experience
in Visual Basic, ASP,
MS-Access,
HTMUSML, and SOL.
Proficiency in C+,
Digisoft Telescript,
DBA/Pervasive and
Assembler preferred.
The successful candidate will provide user
support, maintain
Microsoft/Novell
Network, and Vodavi
Telephone System.
Candidate will oversee
website development,
write applications and
database queries to
support business and
engineering initiatives.
Good interpersonal
skills are a must.
Excellent written and
verbal communication
skills required.
S'PORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
competitive benefits
and wages commensurate with experience.
E-mail resume and
samples of programming/html experience
to
hrescoreboard1.com

custome
Full-time
support representative
Customer
needed
support representative
telephone
provides
support and training for
PowerClaim adjusting
software Al least one
year college required
Computer Skills a MuSt.
Competitive pay and
Email
benefits.
to
•
resumes
candice0powerclaim
om or mail to Hawkins
Research. 406 N. 4th
St, Murray. KY 42071.
HAIRDRESSER needed at A Cut Above
767-0098
j ;

MARKETING/COMPU
TER Position. Fulltime posrtion. Benefit
package includes
Health Ins, Disability
Income, Life Ins, 401K,
vacation 8 personal
hours.
Computer Skills
required. Excel and
Spreadsheet expenence necessary.
Position requires
Marketing Degree or
marketing experience
Send resume' to Gail
Lyles at PO Box 487.
Benton KY 42025 or email to gaillamtginsurance.com
OTR DRIVERS NEEDED. COMPETITIVE
WAGES AND BENEPACKAGE.
FITS
HOME WEEKENDS
MUST HAVE CLASS A
CDL WITH MINIMUM 3
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE. CLEAN MVR
(800)468-6087
PART time nurse for
busy medical office
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-X, Murray,
KY 42071.
\

7,1- VII

Help Wantad

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends & have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

LITTLE Angels Care In
Home Day Care. State
certified, 10 years
experience, non smoker, references. Taking
applications for openings starting July 31.
Full and part time.
Reasonable rates. Call
270-753-2643. Located
lust past East Elem.
1429 Pottedown Rd.
Open 6:30AM-4:00PM.
Call for appointment.
Stars
SHINING
Daycare. Night time
Mondaycare.
4:00PMSaturday,
Enrollment
12:00AM.
1st.
August
begins
(270)759-0010.

BUYING junk cars,
rucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
BUYING U.S. Sliver
colns. 753-1376
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks.
Call Larry 753-3633.
Aides.

Per
1992 Yamaha moped.
Low miles and save big
on gas. 753-0916
1-1/2
BEAUTIFUL
carat, platinum wedding set. Marquise cut.
Paid $4.000. will take
$2,000 080.
270-293-8648
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo. Get your
HBO,
of
choice
Cinemax, Stars, or
Shovetime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna 8 Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions.
HD
Plasma, LCD, DLP,
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith,8 JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
HOT tub/spa. Never
used. SHP, 20 jets, digRetail:
light.
ital,
sacrifice:
$4,300,
$1,695. Can deliver.
cell
931-538-9896,
931-278-0303
NEW 1.5x1.5x121t, 14
gauge square steel
tubing over 300 pieces
500/ft., Rhino HPHD
posthole digger with
Rhino 12* auger.
436-2009 or 978-2067
NEW Sportcraft treadmill w/mat. $200 firm.
An Lounger, $50. Call
270-293-1099.
PLAYSTATION 1 4 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square.
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
buildings.
STEEL
Factory participation
30x40,
discounts.
150x300.
270-978-0413
STRAW for sale, $2.25
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message.

SKILLED OR
UNSKILLED
2 New Locations
22 peopk needed NOW
Sir Expenence Necessary
Company Training
Program
Permanent work with
local company
Promotions in 90 Day.

270-759-2147
Call 7-26-06
SKILLED MECHANIC
Would consider entry
level, tools required
ASE certified a plus but
not required; must be
willing to take ASE
tests. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-C.
Murray, KY 42071

Mt

tailless
Opportunity

SELLING small busi
ness plus inventory in
the house building market. Person can have a
good income for a
small investment. Call
for more information
753-7930 or 293-1761
120
Corrsutars
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
140
Is Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

DEEP freeze for sale
5200 618-830-1213
Larqe seier-tIon

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on

the

squat.-

753-1713

WASHER 8 dryer $100
each. Stove 8 fridge
$200 each. Very nice.
731-571-8304
160
Hoiss Furnistinp
LIVING room set, bed
room set, dinette set
753-8588

CLASSWWDS
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la=

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(Inc and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

COMMERCIAL build
mg. 2,688 sq. ft. on
.803 acre lot. Great
location. 2297 State
Route 94 East.
753-5856, 293-7127
cell. Freshly painted.

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

j6

HOME gym system
Welder Pro 3750
Excellent shape, $150
(270)748-7602

1BR, all appliances
Oaks Apts., starting a
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118

TREADMILL
Weak>
450
Cadence
condition.
Excellent
$200 (270)748-7602

2BR duplex, 1302
Valleywood Dr. $400
month 293-7738,
293-1446

261

COMPLETELY set up.
1/2 acre, $10,500.
753-6012
0
WM=
16X80
3BR
28A
remodeled. Must see a
E-15 Coach Estates.
767-0313
16X80 with fenced yard
& more. 753-6197
1990 Fleetwood 14x80,
3BR, 2BA, covered
deck included $8,500
489-2964 or 293-1340
1996 16x80 Fleetwood
Reflections
Limited
Edition mobile home
with 3BR 2 baths in
Fox Meadows. Call
270-293-5320
2BR mobile home and
lot $13,500. 753-6012
ARROWHEAD Home
Sales
For Sale.
Used 1993 model
16x80 home, 3BR.
26A. setup & delivery
incl. $18,900.
model
Used 2001
16x64 home. 36R,
2BA. setup & delivery
incl. $18,900
Call 731-642-7832 or
731-336-8597
4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
& land only $35.999,11
Call nowIll
731-584-9429
SHARP 3BR,2BA setup, elec.. AC & skirted
payments as low as
$250" w.a.c
731-584-9430
summER
SIZZLER
SPECIAL 3BR, 2BA
only $17,995,11
731-5849109

2BR, central gas heat,
central air. $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE
759-4118
3BR furnished. 2,200
sq.ft. All utilities paid. 1
year lease. $750 a
month plus security.
1606 Miller downstairs.
270-519-2699
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has 1&213R
apartments available. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS
Special
$100 Deposit
IBA $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
340
Mows For lisni

2BR 113A. appliances
$425 plus deposit New
carpet & paint 477
/ear
, Post Oak near East
Elementary 759-1927
2003 hist Wood St.
leave message
Paris, TN 38242
17311641-6900
20R, stove, refrigeraI -877-754-6900
tor ad hookup, central
Al; SAI.E..,
HA, $550 mo '1 mo
deposit, 12 mu lease.
No pets 753-2259.
15isie
527-8174
Several 21.X1r. 21417
3bedrc>orn foreclosure
I til Model,
MOVi 1.451"
Buy for $5025 For list
\
ing 800-749-8124 Ext
S021
Malik Homes For Rent
38R, IBA. 306 S 15th
No pets $475,mo
IBR $75 00
759-4826
753-6012

AI2ROWINACI

MNI

2.822 sq fl office or
etail 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293 1480
ForRant
1 P. 2 bdr income
based ants No pets
Leave a message
.70753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
"5341011
1A2BR near MSU
Appliances furnished
nieman RE
'53 9898
' 2 3 apts 753-1252
ia 753 0606
1 2 & 3BR apts avail
abie Please call
753-8221
•1BR I bath washer &
dryer $335
.28R 1 Bath apt ki
appliances iv d $435
753 7559
NICE 2 Bedroom
Duplex 227-3054

HOUSES for rent or
sale 3, 4. or 5 bedroom Call
270-753-4109

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&E RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located it 710 S 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes, ,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

707 South 12th Street
South Center 1,200
sg.ft., 710 sg.ft
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL Of retail
750 up to 3,000 sq.ft
restrooms,
C/G/H,
plenty of parking.
excellent location near
iudicial building. 404 N
4th St. complex.
759-3772.
building
METAL
88'x40'. Insuatted gas
heat, (3) 10'x10' overhead doors. Can be
used for 2 shops.
Location: 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
270-436-2935
ihn
&holes
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
GOLDEN Retriever
puppies, 5-boys, 3gins, AKC papers,
ready 7/20/06
(270) 492-8017
(270)227-1879
JACK Russell Terrier
puppies for sale. $200
each. 270-753-6746
.390

2 grain fed beef to
slaughter, 950 lb. on
the hoof, will sell 1/4,
1/2 or a whole beef.
435-4645 293-6482
400
Yard Sale

•All Size Units

*akabic,,
s•aua,

Available
•Now Have

BRICK house 3BR Good condition. Call
1.5BA, living room, 753-8887 or 759-9974.
family room, kitchen,
1969 Ford F100, runs
sunroorn. Newly decogood, $500
rated, in Kirksey area.
(270)247-8455.
489-2940
(270)970-3003
BUY a home, sell a
home, save money.
li
la &Bolus
fsbowestky.com
BY-OWNER:
1610
Sunset, 3br, 1-ba,
Family Room, totally
remodeled & landReduced
scaped.
$94,000.
(270)293-9569
Foreclosure! 3 bed 2
bath, $10,000. For listings 800-749-8124 Ext.
S020

2004 ZX225 Skeete
with a 225 Yamaha out
board, 4 Bank Charger,
100 lb. thrust trolling
motor, tandem axle
trailer with 2 yrs
extended warranty on
the motor. Asking
$26.000. Daytime
270-293-4400

Fri 7/28,
Sat 7/29, &
Sun 7/30
7AM-2PM
430
Real Esti*
1AC septic, water
house
elec.
well
$10.000 No offers.
6mi S 731-232-8134
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion.
sex, or national origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation, or discnmination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
informed
that
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
Haley Professional
Appraising
'tor what it's worth'
(270)759-4218
TRIPLEX and duplex
for sale in Cambridge I.
Great income Senous
inquiries only.
753-3966 leave
message
TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
hvo-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000 See listing
#27720 at
www allthelistings.corn
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545

Lab Paucity
KY Lake Barkley, 29
acres $129.900. 220 ft
shoreline
dockable
west facing to lake. Call
owner (270)350-6816

REDUCED! 3 bed
room. 2 bath. 10.5
acres 1 mile SW
school, heated shop,
horse barn, equipment
shed $199,999
753-9212. 753-3992

4 Acres, Boautdul
wooded budding site off
hvn 783 293-0541

liii
4BR. 2BA, 1,800 sq. ft. $142,5(X)

753-4076
NORTH of Murray in
Candlelite
Estates
48R 38A recently
walk-in
remodeled,
closets, new appliances, 3 car heated
attached garage, large
deck, pool, paved
driveway and attractive
landscaping 759-9848
SECLUDED country
charm home next to
Miller Golf Course,
12 25 acres,1 1/2 story.
3BR. 3-Bath, stone fireplace, garage, all appliances. 2.406 sq ft
$165,000 436-2466
470
& Alt's
2005 Kawasaki Vulcan
Classic 1500 Black,
fuel ini., water cooled.
shalt dnve, windshield,
saddle bags, driver and
passenger back rests.
engine
guard.
Excellent condition,
only 3,700 miles, still
looks new' 68.200
270-978-1595 OR
759-0592

1997 Express 16' Jon
Boat with 9.9 Johnson
motor, trolling motor,
battery, depth finder.
and trailer, Ready to
fish. $2,195.
270-492-8211
1985 Hams Flote Boat.
28ft. 100HP Johnson,
one owner, runs great
In the water ready for a
test drive at Panorama
Shores, $5,000. Call
293-1445
1978 Bomber, 14 ft
fishing boat with 55 HP
Johnson motor, trailer
redone for easy loading $1,800 474-1554
for appointment

Ca

ms Clawed

•

IL&M
LAWN SERVK E
Mciwing Mulching
Lim:hiving

guArAnlveci
Salo,t.
•N. melt 111,i, 1711..tount•
(all

753-1816
T27-0611

293-4954 Affordable
carpentry, decks, roofs,
sagging floors. Call
Greg Collins.

2004 Harley Davidson
Road King Classic.
101< miles, black with
too much chrome to
mention. Garage kept
8 1 owner. $15,500.
Please call
270-554-7019
'95 Harley Davidson
Sportster. Many extras
$5,000. 350-1270

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
removal, trimming. etc
Also Tracibr wont,
tearing down buildings.
hauling, gutter clean
ing.

Yamaha
1994
ATV,
Timbenvoll
garage kept $1,300
firm 293-1924

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.

86 Harley Davidson
M1001 work
needed. $3,800 090,
759-1369

492-9688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.

SpOrtfltet

1979
Triumph
Bonneville
T 140E
54XX MAW Stock. Ex
Cond. $4,200
489-2688
UMIly VOW*
03 Trailblazer loaded
w/ leather 8 sunroof
52.000 miles, new
tires $16,000
293-2924
2002 Buick
Rendezvous.
White/tan, leather,
sutler nice, 82,imx MI,
loaded. 810,803. Cal
270-293-7455
2002 GMC Yukon
Deriak Black. loaded.
A must see 62,000
miles $22,500 090
227-4411

A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions
porches. decks, sun
rooms vinyl siding
mobile home repair
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nirnmo (270)753-9372
Of (270)753-0353
FUTRELUS Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES.
22 YEARN EXPElitIENCE
(270) 226-9398
(2701 492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe

BTM Excavating
Bobby McCusston
Backhoe & Tractor/Blade
Oldie Systems Driveways White Rock -Gravel

753-7646
227-3032
C & C Renovation and
Rernodellng.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair 8
coverings, siding.
—FREE ESTIMATES—
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icroberlsonOwk.net

%UPI Si 115 N.
II v.iiN ‘i 55 %%intik
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(Includes shopper)
This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

Call Classified
Advertising at
(270) 753-1916

530
Santo 011sren

530

Tractor Work
Bush-Hogging,
Dirt work,
Driveways, etc.
Call 436-2594.
Reasonable prices

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Horoscope

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, July 26,2006:
You might want to take charge
of your life this year. You posCATHY'S
sess unusually high charisma
Wallpapering. Painting, and energy. Others have a hard
and Cleaning. •
time saying no to the Lion. Still,
270-978-0569
avoid being too me-oriented.
Resourcefulness and imaginaCleaning tion also pave your way. You
DAVID'S
Services
could create one of your life's
We Specialize in
masterpieces if you are in the
Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing arts. Each person will experience this high libido energy dif*Mobile Homes
*Brick
ferently. Romance and muses
•All External Cleaning
walk together. Many of you will
• see the byproducts of this cre'Acid Cleaning
Available
ativity. If you are single, you
'We Use Hot Water
will meet a special person with
*Parking Lots
ease come winter 2006-07. He
Driveways
or she could be the right person
David Borders
not only for the moment but long
(270)527-7176
term. If you are attached, you
DNJ HANDYMAN
will find that romance is blasting
We do all the odd 'Olds
its heat. Love the moment. LEO
you don') have time
loves you dearly.
Ion
293-5438
The Stars Show the Kind of
ELECTRICIAN
New Const ,Remodeli Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
or trouble Lic and ins. 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
a' 30 yrs exp. Call
I -Difficult
753-7091
('sI.I. 767-0958
270-5 I 9-8570

11.11F CLEANINA;
Residential Lou
Extremely
14 yni expo,.
Eicnellent rich,
12-0619-w149

G&T Homebuilder's
and Rome Repairs
AN Work (Juanm
'Free Estimates'

Call 270-29341371
1)RI. kmiti II lit.RN
110511 1 0,1k1 i iii,'
• 1,11
Iftli

1,
11%1\11,
I

2'11,2.91-114 ii

Joe's Mower Repair
Free pickup/delivery.
436-2867
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
r.For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Exterior
'Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
753-8858.
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal •Otack
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827

Ledger & limes

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only
05m per month

k\Dkl
N.4. X\ %II

753-9503 • 978-11404

38R 28A, 24x36 shop, {11531UsedGes
1 7 ac Not Murray.
$128,000 752-0395
BUY police Impounds.
709 SYCAMORE,
Cars from $500. Fo
MURRAY
listing 800-749-8116
Well-built fixer-upper
ext. N526
ready for your finishing
4-DOOR 1996 Geo
touches. 1-2 Bed
PrIzm. New A/C. Fresh
113ath. Solid roof and
tires
and
brakes.
foundation. Updates
Leather interior. Fully
include furnace, wiring, loaded. 135,000 miles.
siding.
$2,250 080. Call
Great location near
293-6829.
hospital. Large lot
Zoned R-3. Seller can
Vans
be flexible. Immediate
occupancy. Inspection
1998 GMC Satan con
report available.
version van, 64.000+
$34,900, MLS#32902.
miles, $5,000. Call
Kimberly Casebeer,
753-8887 or 759-9974
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
500
Duds
BEAUTIFUL
4,200
sq.ft. new home built 2004 Dodge Ram 1500
on bluff over creek in Quad Cab. Black, low
Kirksey. $148,000. Call mileage. 293-7854
Don 767-0958,
F150
1979
Ford
519-8570
extended cab truck.

92 Whispering
Oaks Loop,
Mayfield

Climate Control

753-3053

1996 Grand Cherokee
4x4 Has all options
Hunter green with
108,000 miles Very
nice, $5,595
270-492-8211

YARD
SALE

snuffs Sale

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

3BR 28A, 2 car
garage, fenced in
backyard, 270-2939624 or 270-293-2260.
$125,000. Lynnwood
Estates 1 mile out of
city limits.

Murray

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
***** Listen to your imagination, no matter what project you
take on. Tap into this creative
source with conversations, interactions and anything else you
feel is relative. A key person
hears you and chimes in. Let
others in. Tonight: Midweek
break.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
** Stay centered. Your creativity flows as a result. A key associate or partner might make different choices than he or she has in
a while. You become optimistic
and happy, especially concerning family and personal matters.
Others react to your positive
vibes. Tonight: Out and about.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***a* Reach out to others,
especially if you feel a haze
around your actions_ You will
want feedback; others will want
feedback as well. By being supportive, you gain an ally.
Discussions, obviously, are
important. Tonight: Chat up a
storm
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** Expenses seem to run
away You might want to relax.
Revamp your plans, and you will
feel better. Someone clearly
cares a lot about you. Romance
will flourish if you relax. Children
respond to your efforts. What
you do works. Tonight: Curb risking-taking.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your personality draws
a lot of attention. Your creativity
and high energy point you in a
new direction. Allow greater wildness into your life. Your emotional instincts guide you. A hunch

by Jacqueline Blgar
could prove to be a winner.
Tonight: A big smile.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take your time with a decision. Friendship plays a big role
in what occurs. You might want
to think twice about what happens, especially if it means
revamping your plans. You are
anchored. Tonight: In the limelight.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Revamp plans with an
eye to zeroing in on what you
want. Think carefully about a
person you put on a pedestal.
You might want to rethink a decision that affects your finances
and perceptions. Success heads
in your direction. Tonight: Follow
the crowd.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take a stand, if need be,
remaining confident despite what
might be happening. Your ability
to adjust to different situations
your greatest asset.
proves to
Good news heads in your direction. Be sensitive to a loved one.
Tonight: Out late.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You easily could take
some twists and turns in the next
few days. You might want to gain
an overview. Your instincts about
a very special person are right
on. Help this person feel more
secure. Confirm meetings and
appointments. Tonight: Touch
base with someone at a distance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others work with you
and .help create more of what
you want. Be positive about
opportunities and what is heading in your direction. Friendships
could enlighten and help you.
Good news heads your way.
Tonight: Curb your spending.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) '
**** Your perspective could
be off, yet you find it very pleasing. You'll get what you want by
changing directions and adjusting. Your work and nununng help
pry loose what you want. Be
more aware of your professional
image. Tonight: Follow another's
lead.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Plunge into a task with all
your energy. Curb a tendency to
overthink or cause yourself a
problem. A positive attitude
breeds good news. Your imagination allows greater creativity.
Go for new opportunities.
Tonight: Know when to stop.
BORN TODAY
Actress Jennifer Ashe (1966).
actress Sandra Bullock (1964),
singer Mick Jagger (1943)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at littp://www.jacquelineblear.corn.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Floor
installation. 18 years
experience Wood, carpet. tile. Free estimates. 767-0226
PROFESSIONAL

THE
Cleaning
Company
commercial
Weekly
cleaning Construction.
apartment,
moving
clean-ups Insured &
Bonded iiir/ references.
Julie Painter 705-5516

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
.'U 11) • ,i0l.1F • ElLP-,INESS • HEALTH & LIFE
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WildaBack
10 years ago
Published are a picture and
story about Elaine Chao, busy
stumping for her husband, Sen.
Mitch McConnell, in Murray
.on July 22. The story and photo
were by Managing Editor Gina
Hancock.
Shauna Waller was awarded first place in female vocal,
in a preliminary talent competition in the Cocoa-Cola Talent Classic at Eddyville. She
will compete in the CocoaCola
Talent
Contest
in
Louisville Aug. 15-25. She is
the daughter of Tony Waller
and Carol Waller.
20 years ago
Peter O'Rourke read more
than 8,500 pages and over 100
books in Grade 3 at Southwest Elementary School this
past school year, according to
his teacher, Gwyn Key.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry presented
a program on "June Weddings"
at a meeting of the Murray
Magazine Club held at the
home of Mrs. Harry Whayne.
Births reported include a
boy to Michael and Irene Dillon, luy 16; a boy to Rosanna and Richard Downey, July
24.
Rev. Calvin Clark is serving as pastor of Goshen and
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Churches.
30 years ago
E. Humphrey,
Maurice
USDA soil scientist for Soil
Conservation Services of Murray, is one of a team of soil
-scientists in Anchorage, Alaska, this summer making a survey to show soil limitations

for about 110.000 acres in the
Anchorage Borough.
An open house will be held
at Calloway County Public
Library on July 27 from 7 to
9 p.m. in honor of the newly
expanded library facilities located at 710 Main St., Murray.
Mayfield Western Little
League All-Stars won over Murray Little League All-Stars 30 in the district championship
game played at Mayfield.
40 years ago
A large amount of merchandise was stolen from Uncle
Jeff's in a break-in on July 24
between 12:30 and 1 a.m.
Arrests have been made by the
Murray Police Department.
Airman Third class Clayton
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton W. Adams, is serving
with the Air Force at Lockbourne Base at Columbus,Ohio.
Murray Colt League Baseball Team won 2-0 over Madisonville to become district champions in district tournament
play at Murray City Park. Stan
Key was pitcher for Murray.
50 years ago
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, professor of history at Murray
State University, has been
named the director for the new
George C. Marshall Research
Center at Lexington, Va.
Russell Hunt, tobacco specialist of the University of Kentucky, will be speaker at the
Banker Fanner Field Day in
Murray on July 27.
Prof. and Mrs. J.C. Winter
and family of Murray attended a performance of the drama,
"Wilderness Road," at Berea.

COMKN/FFATUES
Alcohol is mom's solace
for life oin nowhere
DEAR ABBY: My mother
is in her early 40s. She has
four children, including me. 1
am married and have two children of my own. Still living
at home are my brother, 17,
a sister, 14, and the 1-yearold baby, 'Michelle." Michelle
from
is
another guy.

Dear Abby
By Abigail
Van Buren

Mom purposely got
pregnant,
knowing
that "Tom*
didn't want a
child. Needless to say,
they are no
longer
together, and
has
Tom
to

nothing

do with Michelle. Mom is having problems with my brother and sister. They choose not
to listen and have been in
trouble with the law.
My mom is no longer working. She spends her days with
the baby. She recently let slip
that she wishes she could just
die. She wants to commit suicide because she is just so
depressed. No work, no child
care, the kids don't listen, and
she just isn't getting anywhere.
She said the only reason
she won't do it is because she
doesn't want to leave me with
the burden of caring for her
baby. I'm attending college,
my husband works, and my
girls are in school.
I didn't know what to say,
and Mom has now turned to

Todaylnllistory
By The Amodated Press
Today is Tuesday. July 25, the
206th day of A)06. There are 159
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on July 25,
1956, the Italian liner Andrea
Doria collided with the Swedish
passenger ship Stockholm off the
New England coast late at night
and began sinking; at least 51
people died as a result of the
impact. (The Andrea Doria sank
the following day, some 11 hours
El A Et

13L

1 IF_

after the crash.)
On this date:
In 1866, Ulysses S. Grant was

named General of the Army, the
first officer to hold the rank.
In 1868, Congress passed an
act creating the Wyoming Territory.
In 1943, Benito Mussolini was
dismissed as premier of Italy by
King Victor Emmanuel III, and
placed under arrest. (However,
Mussolini was later rescued by
the Nazis, and re-asserted his

authority.)
In 1946, the United States detonated an atomic bomb at Bikini Atoll in the Pacific in the first
underwater test of the device.
In 1952, Puerto Rico became
a self-governing commonwealth of
the United States.
In 1963, the United States, the
Soviet Union and Britain initialed
a treaty in Moscow prohibiting
the testing of nuclear weapons in
the atmosphere, in space or underwater.

)
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BABY
BLUES

Proverb

Give a child a fish,and
helleatfora day.
Teach a child tofish
andyou'llend up with
a hook In yourearlobe.
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Burning hands causes
discomfort at night

alcohol. She's a great mother;
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 93
she just has her hands full. I
and wonder if anyone ever wrote
don't know it she knows she
to you about burning hands while
has a drinking problem, and I
trying to sleep. When I go to
don't want to say it because
sleep I always put my hands
I know she'll take offense. My
under cold water, then nib them
little sister is not in any danwith some salve but it doesn't
do any good;
ger, but what can I do or say
they
still
to help my mom? Oh, yes, I
burn. Some
support my little sister already
people tell
-- diapers, clothing and love.
me it hapPlease help me. -- DAUGHpens to peoTER IN SANTA MARIA,
ple who are
CALIF.
over 90 years
DAUGHTER:
DEAR
ld. My ere
on
e
When people start talking about
were
ending their lives, that's the
over 90, but
time to see they get medical
you would
and psychological attention. 1
that
think
but
mother,
don't know your
would have
she could be suffering from
By
happened to
post-partum depression. (She
Dr. Peter Gott them.
Do
could also simply be overyou
think
whelmed right now.) The first
that it would be arthritis? Or
step in getting help for your
what? My doctor gave me some
mother is to get her to an
medicine, and 1 took it every
internist or family practitionday, but it didn't help. Please,
Dr. Gott, what else could 1 take
er. If she doesn't have one,
or do?
then her OB/GYN would be
DEAR READER: Burning
a good place to start.
or tingling of the hands is more
If she can't handle your
likely caused by poor circulabrother, then perhaps he should
stay with his father for a while, tion or carpal tunnel syndrome
or some other older male in , (compression of the nerves in
the wrist) than arthritis. I recthe family. If that's not feasiommend that you seek a conble because he's already in
sultation with a neurologist, who
trouble with the law, he may
will order tests to measure cirof
ward
need to be made a
culation and nerve conduction
the court. Not pleasant -- but
and will advise you about potenbetter than a life of crime
tial therapy.
begun as a teenager.
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 need
Once your mother's depresyour advice and opinion. 1 am
sion is under control, she may
an 80-year-old man who is schedbe less inclined to drink her
uled for hip-replacement surtroubles away. But if she congery. The surgeon prefers a spinal
sorrows,
her
drowning
tinues
anesthesia opposed to a (have
then Alcoholics Anonymous
a nice trip) full anesthesia.
I am in good physical shape,
could help her. But only when
pump iron six days a week and
she's ready to admit she has
am healthier than most 60-yeara problem. (They're in the
phone book.)
'
Pis
(
•••
I have read some articles that
stated older patients who underDEAR ABBY: I have been
dating a wonderful woman for
the last two years. We are trying to make it permanent, but
we have one sticking point.
North dealer.
She has several men friends,
Both sides vulnerable.
some from past relationships,
NORTH
•A 6
that she still sees casually. She
WA 7
insists on spending weekends
•8 6 5
alone with them, either at their
•K Q 8 6 3 2
house
home or at her summer
EAST
WEST
•I.0 5 2
3
4
7
8
•
in the country.
•96 4 3
•
2
8
10
I feel this is inappropriate
•Q 94
•10 7 3
for someone in a serious'rela•A J7
•IOS
SOUTH.
tionship. She says I "don't trust
•KOI9
her," and we cannot have a
KQ5
relationship unless I get over
•A K J 2
4
•9
Am
right?
she
Is
this attitude.
The bidding:
I being unreasonable? -- CONWest
South
East
North
FUSED IN FLORIDA
Pass
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
DEAR CONFUSED:Not in
2•
NT
6
Pass
•
5
my opinion. And I wonder
Opening lead — jack of hearts.
how this "wonderful woman"
would feel if the shoe was on
An apt description of the proper
attitude to strive for as a defender
the other foot.
might well be expressed by paraWhile I see nothing wrong
phrasing Tennyson: "'Tis better to
even
with old friends -- and
have defended well and lost than not
have defended at aft."
to
people who were once romanConsider this deal from a team
tic - sharing a meal together
contest where the North-South pairs
once in a while. I draw the
at both tables wound up in six
notrump. The play at the first table
line at weekends alone togethwent quickly. Declarer won the
er. But then again, rm not in
opening heart lead in his hand and
favor of *open" relationships,
led a club to the king. East won with
the ace and returned a heart to
either. My advice to you is
ace.
dummy's
to rethink making this relaWith the ace of clubs having
tionship permanent.
turned up in East's hand, South's

Dr. Gott

go surgery with full anesthesia
suffer some memory loss after
surgery, so I seek your 11014111
about which method you airbag
advise. The surgeoo will go with
whatever I choose.
DEAR READER: Anything
doctors can do to avoid surgical complications is appropriate
and welcome. Picking the nght
anesthetic is at the top of the
list.
Spinal anesthesia is far less
dangerous than is general anesthesia. In the first instance, you
are numbed from the waist down,
but you are fully awake, in contrast to general anesthesia that
literally puts you to sleep, a
condition that may adversely
affect your heart rhythm and
breathing. Also, recovery from
spinal anesthesia is far less
uncomfortable. The memory loss
that you mentioned is not a
complication of spinal anesthesia.
Given the limited information you supplied, I'd go with
the surgeon's preference.
To end on a humorous note,
several years ago, I was helping a patient decide whether or
not to have spinal anesthesia.
"What are the potential disadvantages?" he asked.
"Well," I replied, "You are
fully. awake."
He was thoroughly confused.
"How is that a disadvantage?" he continued. "Because you are aware of
what's going on in the operating room, especially if the surgeon suddenly blurts out 'Darn
it, I cut the wrong thing again!"
We had a good laugh and
went through surgery
he
unscathed. But he never told
me what the surgeon said during the procedure.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "An
Informed Approach to Surgery."

ContractBridge

•••

only chance lay in scoring four diamond tneks. S0 at trick four he led a

••••

diamond to the jack, and, after this
held, he cashed the A-K. When the
opposing diamonds proved to be
divided 3-3, he claimed the rest of
the tricks and his slam.
Such was act the story at the
other table, where F.ast found the
way to give declarer a real headache.
When South led a club to the king at
trick two. Fast smoothly followed
low.
Declarer now had to decide how
to continue, tie knew perfectly well
that East might hold the ace of clubs
and duck it, but there was also the
50-50 chance that West had the ace.
If West had started with a doubleton
or tripleton ace, the slam could be
secured simply by leading another
club toward dummy.
As opposed to this, there was the
18 percent chance that Last held preCisely the Q-x-x of diamonds. There
were some additional considerations,
such as Seuth still having a chance to
get home safely if he successfully
finessed in diamonds and East
started with four or more diamonds.
In that case, declarer could still lead
II Club toward dummy and hope West
had started with two or three clubs to
the ace.
Is the end, South decided to bank
on bringing in the club suit, and so
went down one after dummy's queen
of clubs lost to the ace and Last
cashed thc jack.
East, of coarse, had no way of
knowing whether his holdup of the
ace at trick two would bear fruit, but
it was certainly better than taking the
ace and pointing South in another
direction.
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1 C
4 Be=org
8 Smile broadly
12 Usbon's loc.
13 Goddess's ague
14 Minute amount
15 Apply a jimmy
16 Windshield
cleaners
18 Fortune-telling
card
20 Degree holder
21 Where brig is
22 Permit
23 Cartoon shrieks
27 Gaol formation
29 Whale school
30 Newswoman
Shnver
31 Aixi,iltteto
32 &yds.
33 Diamond 34 Border at
35 Ivory 111010013
37 Amazon milieu
38 Lemon cooler
39 Gaff or Radler
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GB^ FIPIEILCIC
YOU SNP YOUR SOCIAL
CALENPAR WAS ALLBOOKED UP..

)
,
PEANUTS('
I THINK YOU TAKE
11415 GAME TOO SERIOUSLY
CRARUE BROWN

YOU PUT
TOO MUCH
STRESS ON
YOURSELF..

YOU'RE PPAABLY RIGHT,
LUCY.. THANKS FOC
gEMINOIN6 ME

1

TRY TO GET TI4E
MU.OVER THE PLATE!
YOU THINK WE'RE OUT
HERE FOR THE FUN
IT?'OF
C

L
I

40 Clown's getup
41 TWO301718. tamely
42 Boanng
44 Pace
47 Rest
51 Come
to the rescue
52 Lecturer s spot
53 Fall guy
54 Ruby or Sandra
55 Pout
58 Masseuse
employers
57 Billboards
DOWN
1 Shed tears
2 k4ystique
3 Rehearsal
(2 ads)
4 Memory logger
5 A Bach
8 Used a chisel
7 On the lookout
8 So what?
(2 eds.)
9 Ha0eisiesd atitt
10 Tuduid away

1
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7-25 is 2005 United Feature Syncncete isv
It Kettle and Bell
17 Pnce ad
19 All nght
22 Part of LAX
24 Speakers
pause

25 Warm-hearted
26 No different
27 Marshal Dillon
29 For real
29 Qt parts
30 Playing marble
32 Vail gear
(2 yea
33 Trouser part
36 Jr 's dad
37 Finale (hyph )
38 Naval force
40 Makes one's
way
41 Gym class
43 Big Ben
numeral
44- ben
monsieur'
45 Lace the Piper
46 Byron's works
47 Nwys
48 Water. on the
Seine
49 A thousand

Os
50 Ecol bureau

3 ma....---.....424.50
6 me.
1 yr.--HEN
Rest of KY/TN
Manor Ihichame•Anon

3 me.
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Staff Writer
Supemuut Batman, Wonder
Waiman and other DC Comics
heroes have come to Calloway
County. but you won't find
them at the Cheri Theater,
Warlord Comics, Movie Gallery
or Blockbuster; they're available only at post offices in
Murray, Dexter, Kirksey, New
Concord and Hazel.
The U.S. Postal Service
released Friday both stamps and
stamped post cards of the three
"(;olden Age" comic book icons
as part of a first ever issue of
elassic comic book heroes. Also
a‘ allable are stamps featuring
( ireen lantern. Green Arrow,
Plastic
Man,
Supergirl,
Ilass kman. the Flash, and
Aquaman.
-They're on sale," said
(laude Rice, of the Murray Post
rink e on Chestnut Street. "I'm
old enough to remember some
ot these
An official ceremony dedimg the tie V, stamps took
place at the San Diego Comicin Intemational 2006, the
illIll's largest s little hook and
pop ,ulture show, on Thursday.
as cording to a IleWs release
from 1 'SI'S oft mak
ale here to celehfate
111011h:111 III Iffile that most ()I us
has e shared.- said William
CamphcII. twit( al officer with
the I• S Postal 'Sets sC. U dedi

cating the stamps. "I'm talking
about that age when the heroes
of comic books were our personal friends. When their battles
were our battles. When their
victories made us cheer and
their defeats made us sad. When
their values helped strengthen
our own understanding of right
and wrong. Today, our heroes
are back in all their glory and in
some of their finest moments."
Campbell was joined by Paul
Levitz, publisher and president
of DC Comics, for the dedication. There is no word yet on
whether USPS officials will
issue stamps honoring classic
Marvel
heroes
such
as
Spiderman, X-Men, Fantastic
Four, the Punisher, the Hulk,
Captain America, Thor, Dr.
Strange, and Daredevil. The
Postal Service receives 40,000
to 50,000 suggestions each year
for commemorative stamps.
The DC stamps originated
with Carl Herrman, an art director with USPS, who pitched the
idea.
"I just thought they would be
very colorful and just fun to
do," Herrman said in a news
release
Herrman's initial idea was to
highlight superheroes from multiple comic publishers, but legal
and other issues led to a decision to go with one company.
"So we started with DC," he
said.

Each pane consists of 20
stamps featuring 10 portraits of
the . heroes in 'various classic
poses. The remaining 10 stamps
depict covers of individual
comic books devoted to the
heroes which includes Plastic
Man No. 4, 1946; The Brave
And The Bold No. 36, 1961;
Green Lantern No. 4, 1961; The
Flash No. III, 1960; Wonder
Woman No. 22 (2nd series);
Aquaman No. 5 (mini-series)
Daring
New
1989; The
Adventures of Supergiri No. 1,
1982; Superman No. II, 1941;
Green Arrow No. IS, 2002 and
•
Batman No. 1, 1941.
Postmasters in Hazel, New
Concord, Dexter and Kirksey
also report having the new
stamps on sale as of Friday;
however the stamped postcards
are not yet available in this area.
The DC Comics Super Heroes
Edition will sell for the same
price as standard issue stamps.
Ron Hubbard Jr., postmaster
at the New Concord office, says
the unique and colorful stamps
should be popular with customers that have a love for
comic heroes.
"Fm a comics fan myself and
1 like them," he said. "I've
already sold a couple of sheets
of them today. We've got plenty
of them so people can come on
by and pick them up."
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